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Introduction
Music is transcendental. It moves us, transforms us, and leads us down a spiritual path. It also uplifts and makes
us whole. Music is what differentiates humans from all other species; it is the thing that gives language to our
souls.
The piano came along relatively late in the historical lineage of musical instruments. It derives its existence
primarily from the third century BC pipe organ, the thirteenth-century clavichord and the fourteenth-century
harpsichord, all being keyboard instruments. Bartolomeo Cristofori (1655–1731) is credited with this invention,
and he was the instrument builder for the Medici family of Florence, Italy. Recently discovered in the Medici
family archives is a household inventory dating from 1700, which recorded, "Arpicembalo di nuova invention che
fa’il piano e il forte" ("A harpsichord of new invention which plays soft and loud"). —Giuliana Montanari,
"Bartolomeo Christofori, A List and Historical Survey of His Instruments 1700."
From that humble beginning, Cristofori's idea traveled to Germany by 1711 to the hands of Gottfried
Silbermann, the pipe organ builder most associated with Johann Sebastian Bach. The instrument continued from
Germany to France and England with innovations added to its design. By the early nineteenth century, the
American builders were refining it, so by the end of that century, we have most all the workings of a modern
piano, completing today's version of the instrument.
When I was about ten years old, my interest in history was sparked and about the same time I began making
music on our family's Julius Bauer upright piano. This spark was propelled by an interest in mechanics, which has
now turned into a life's work of tuning, repairing, and restoring pianos and reed organs. Through this entire
time, I have actively sought old and interesting keyboard instruments. This collection is the culmination of fortyfive years of living this passion.
This booklet has three objectives:
1. To compile a detailed catalog of a significant portion of the collection with history/provenance. I enjoy
doing the detective work; discovering the story of each instrument. I hope that effort is reflected in this
work.
2. I have had throughout the years, a number of exhibition visitors request additional information about
the other pianos and organs in the collection. I have a desire to make copies of this booklet available to
the public.
3. The other objective, and most important, is to give some assurance to the future of these instruments.
As it is with personal collections, eventually they outlive their owner/custodian, hopefully to be passed
to another person or institution. Having good provenance of these instruments will help to ensure their
future.
This catalog is divided into eleven categories. Even with this number of classifications, it is difficult to place
instruments in their proper sections, as many of them could be listed in multiple places.
One of the most important sources of information regarding pianos built before 1860 is this website:
earlypianos.org. This database of more than 7,500 pianos, 1700–1860 was initiated in 1987 by musicologist
Martha Novak Clinkscale (1933–2010) and published in two volumes. About 35 of my pianos fit the criteria of
7

being built before 1860 and might possibly be the largest personal collection recorded on this website. Please
see earlypianos.org for additional details regarding those instruments.
Another useful site is the database from the Reed Organ Society website at reedsoc.org. This nonprofit,
international organization provides details about reed organs and manufacturing companies. I have not yet
registered my reed organs on this site, but plan to do so at a future date.
Steve Misener
7 June 2014

The ear confirms
what is in the soul.
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Prologue
I have titled my traveling museum exhibition and this catalog, Keeping Time. These words portray three
different aspects of my vision:
1. The musical concept of keeping time as rhythm.
2. The chronological time kept by these instruments, as their mark in the line of the history and
development of keyboard instruments.
3. My personal custodial time, as I am now the current person keeping them, being one of a series of
people who have had ownership or have been in the decision–making process with the instruments.
I realized at some point in my life that my collecting of historical musical instruments was something unique.
That epiphany might have happened when I found myself in relationship with a number of museums that were
willing to turn over portions of their collections to me. (These being duplicate or unused instruments stored in
their warehouse facilities.) Another part of that revelation came in my meeting collectors and museum staff
(from major music institutions in the United States and Europe) and building relationships with them. I find it
quite humbling when they initiate contact with me for information, and I continue to surprise myself because I
actually do know something about their requests and can assist them.
I have always been quick to exhibit the instruments, which, throughout the years, the standard protocol has
been an informal tour in my shop. In 2009, I decided to begin exhibiting them in more formal and intentional
ways. I hosted my first "showing" of the pianos and organs in my shop in May 2009. The following spring, 2010, I
traveled with part of the collection to Blue Cloud Abbey near Marvin, South Dakota, for the month of May and
hosted an exhibition in the auditorium of the monastery. In 2011, I traveled to Freeport, Illinois, for a month
exhibition at the Freeport Art Museum. In 2012, I hosted a show at the Clinton Community Center in Clinton,
Minnesota.
In 2013, I was at the Dassel Area Historical Museum and Ergot Center in Dassel, Minnesota; and in 2014 I hosted
an exhibition at the Lutheran Church of Our Redeemer in Watertown, South Dakota. In 2015, there was an
exhibition at the Loome Theological Booksellers in Stillwater, Minnesota. All these shows have been in the spring
of the year and, because of the timing, created the opportunity for area schools to use the exhibition as a spring
field trip. In September 2015, I had an exhibition at the library in Milbank, South Dakota, in conjunction with
Classical Music Month. I have been featured on the local public television station, KWCM, from Appleton,
Minnesota; KSFY, Sioux Falls, South Dakota; South Dakota Public Radio, and also in many local newspapers.
By traveling with the pianos and organs and hosting temporary museum exhibitions in the Midwest, I have been
able to influence a significant number of people. I set a goal at each show to be able to encourage a dozen piano
students to "stay with piano lessons for one more year." I have seen the excitement in the students' eyes during
the tours, and I always have a story or two to tell about my experiences with them. It is a great joy to watch a
piano student sit down at a 200–year–old piano and play!
I have had a number of museums and individuals "gift" me with instruments, and I feel a strong sense of
stewardship to use the gifts that I have been given during the years in a public forum. I have had many people
help in a variety of ways, and I feel a desire to honor their passion for my work. They have been a great
encouragement, and the exhibitions have been put together by an army of volunteers and other helpers, aka
the "production crew."
9

Because most all the pianos have serial numbers and because a number of manufacturers or museums have the
serial number record books, I have been able to research not only the builders of these instruments but also the
individual owners of many of the instruments I have in the collection. This, of course, creates a unique situation
in the antique world; to be able to research the provenance of an artifact without having any previously known
information pertaining to that artifact. I have been able to do original research on many of the pianos and the
use of the Internet has been a valuable tool in that quest. I find doing this work exciting and rewarding and I feel
like a detective, or in some cases, an archeologist.
By being active in these aspects during the years, a legacy has been created. Certainly the act of collecting and
being immersed in the music industry for forty–five years is part of this. Another part is the continued interest
from the general public in wanting to see the collection and hear the stories that surround the individual
instruments.
There is also a sense of something that is life giving in this work, as I feel I have something new to say about
music as it is fundamental to Western culture. The instruments themselves have something to say about our
history and cultural identity. There are the stories about the builders, the advancement of technologies,
construction, manufacturing, and also the individual people who owned and performed on them again another
part of the legacy.
I am hopeful that this work will not be in vain, as I would like the collection to continue to have a life, long after
mine is completed. I see myself as one person in a long chain of stewards who have cared for and been the
keepers of these instruments throughout the years. The goal of securing their future has not yet come to
fruition.

10

Pianos

Pianos are listed in alphabetical order by last name of the maker. In the case of multiple names, the first name
as commonly used is listed. Clavichords, harpsichords, and other keyboard instruments are listed in the sections
titled AUTOMATIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS and MISCELLANEOUS INSTRUMENTS.

Astor & Company was in business from about 1780–1831. The company was started by George Peter Astor
(1752–1813), who came to London in 1770. He urged his brother, John Jacob Astor (1763–1848), to join him and
they started a woodwind-making business. In 1782, John Jacob went to the United States, landing in Baltimore,
Maryland, and went into business with a third brother, Henry Astor, and became a flute and piano dealer in
Baltimore. John Jacob Astor moved to New York in 1783 and continued the music business until 1802. He then
sold out to brothers John and Michael Paff and went into the fur-buying business, becoming one of the most
successful companies in North America. (See Paff brothers information in John Broadwood, #3360.) George
Astor was located at 79 Cornhill after 1796, which is the address on the square piano.

♪
GEORGE ASTOR, square piano #3358, circa 1810, London
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♫
Attributed to GEORGE ASTOR, upright piano #2314(?), circa 1820, London

This action is close to the action design patent issued to William Southwell, No. 3029, 8 April 1807. I suspect
there is some connection between this piano and the patent design.

♪
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JOHN BLAND, square piano, circa 1790, London
John Bland was a music "extraordinaire." Traveling throughout Europe, he secured the music publishing rights
for Great Britain from composers such as Mozart and Franz Joseph Haydn. His contact with Haydn in 1789
resulted in Bland receiving the composition that became known as the "Razor Quartet," because of an incident
with Haydn, which Bland overheard him lamenting the quality of his razor, saying he would give his next
composition to the person who could provide him with a quality blade. Bland quickly went to his room and
brought his best English razor to Haydn and was given the music score. In January 1791, Haydn visited London
for the first time and stayed at Bland's home, it being Haydn's first night in the city.

Another aspect of John Bland's enterprise was in the publishing of the "Celebrity Photos." These were etchings
made from oil paintings, which Bland commissioned from the artist Thomas Hardy.

Photo of the painting of Franz Joseph Haydn by Thomas Hardy at the request of John Bland.
“From an original picture in the possession of J. Bland”
See Clementi piano for additional information about the celebrity photos.
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The John Bland pianos were not built by Bland himself, as it is believed he contracted with James Henry Houston
to do the manufacturing and were built circa 1775–1795. This example is likely from late in Bland's business, the
early 1790s, would be a good guess. One of the problems with dating the John Bland pianos is that there are
only five instruments known to exist. Two are in England, one has disappeared, and the two in the United States
are in the Smithsonian Institution, along with this one. Could this have been a piano that Haydn played at
Bland's home?

Unique key design, John Bland piano.

♫
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BLUTHNER, grand piano #26082, circa 1875, Leipzig, Germany
Original black high gloss finish, brass inlay decal, aliquot scale.
Julius Bluthner (1824–1910) founded the company in 1853, the same year the piano companies of Bechstein
and Steinway were started. With these three manufacturers, the page turned to what became the modern
piano. This particular instrument has a unique "aliquot" patent design, which was patented on 5 August 1877,
No. 1064. It was built with a fourth string for each of the three string unisons which vibrates sympathetically as
that particular note is struck. This gives an interesting celeste sound to this piano. The first Bluthner pianos
arrived in the United States in the 1880s.
It was a Bluthner piano, which was designed to be lightweight, that was used onboard the airship Hindenburg, in
its famous and fateful trip across the Atlantic Ocean. It exploded on 6 May 1937 in Lakehurst, New Jersey.
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John Broadwood (1732–1812) began his apprenticeship in 1761 under Burkat Shudi, who would later become
his father-in-law. Shudi was an accomplished harpsichord builder by this time, having built harpsichords since
1728. Broadwood would build his first piano in the mid 1770s and, in 1783, patented a number of improvements
to the instrument. This collection of Broadwood pianos reflects the time of the greatest engineering
advancements for this company.
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John Broadwood

PUBLIC ADVERTISER, London, 14 February 1769.
Newspaper notice for the partnership of Shudi and Broadwood.

I also have two hardcover books, photocopies of two of the three Broadwood Company Journals from 1769–
1791, of which the originals are held by the Bodleian Library in Oxford, England. To our knowledge there is one
other known photocopy held by the Surrey History Center in Woking, England, which is the holder of the largest
archive of the Broadwood Company records. The History Center graciously gave me a digital copy of the third
journal, which was also a photocopy from the Bodleian Library.
The company records at the Surrey History Center begin in the 1790s. I have been able to trace details regarding
every Broadwood in the collection, with the exception of the 1784 piano, through their archives.

♪
JOHN BROADWOOD, square piano #299, 1784, London
This piano is in good original condition with the exception of new wires, replaced in 2014; the stand is not
original, the nameboard, in Latin, with the year 1784. Somewhere in the above-mentioned ledgers are the
details regarding the sale of this piano. According to the Earlypianos.org website this is the youngest of seven
known instruments built in this year. Based on other known Broadwood square pianos from this time period, it
appears that all the square pianos built by Broadwood were with the brass damper design patented on 18 July
1783. For some reason Broadwood chose to label a few of them in his journal with this descriptive feature.
17

Unfortunately, he did not record serial numbers of these pianos in his journal, which creates a gap in knowing
any further details about this particular instrument.
Two characteristics of the 1783 patent were moving the tuning pins to the back left side of the cabinet (a design
feature that became the standard of production for both English and American square pianos) and a new
innovation of the brass under dampers, which Broadwood used up to about 1808.
A third aspect of the 1783 patent was a damper/sustain pedal, which this instrument does not have. As part of
the provenance of this piano, I have three letters, dating 18 June 1974–14 June 1975, from Mrs. Lawrence Webb
describing this instrument. In it she states that her husband purchased this piano in England and had it shipped
by sea to the United States. The piano had been restrung, likely in the 1970s. In 2014, I restrung it again, using a
near match to the original stringing scale. There are only a few (five or six) Broadwoods from this time period in
North America. The oldest Broadwood in the Smithsonian Institution dates from 1791.

18

Portion of the drawings from Patent No. 1379 issued to John Broadwood on 15 November 1783
displaying the action design of his pianoforte. This is the design of piano #299.

♫
JOHN BROADWOOD, grand piano #3360, 1806, London
Piano is in rough condition—strings missing, soundboard not attached, stand missing, action parts missing, and
music rack missing. Piano was thought to be in good original condition in 1970s.
The record of this instrument's first year is recorded in the Broadwood Company records from the Surrey
History Center in Woking, England.

19

This piano was completed by 14 January 1806, as it was rented by Sir John Leicester of Hill Street, Berkley
Square, London, until 24 May 1806. The entry mentions this as the "House late of Mr. Heathcote's." I found the
notice for the sale of the personal property from the mansion of Robert Heathcote, Hill Street, Berkley Square
on 22 March 1805. I have also found the architect's drawings for the renovation of this house for the art
museum. Leicester had recently opened an art museum at this address, and I suspect the piano might have been
used in connection with the museum. Leicester's art collection was later offered to be the starting collection of
what became the National Gallery of Art in London and was refused by the people who were initiating this
institution.
Sir John Flaming Leicester, 1st Lord of Tabley, 1762–1827. He became determined to collect and display
paintings and sculptures from the English School and by 1818 his home on Hill Street, Berkley Square, was made
open to the public.

Broadwood Porter's Books, Sir John Leicester, 14 January 1806.

On 24 May 1806–27 May 1806, it was rented to Mr. N. Corri Jr. and delivered to the "Hanover Square Rooms."
This hall was the preeminent concert venue in London. Built in 1774, Johann Christian Bach, the son of Johann
Sebastian Bach, played the first performance in this facility. All twelve of what became known as the London
Symphonies composed by Franz Joseph Haydn premiered here. Chopin, Mendelssohn and Liszt were among the
artists who also debuted here.
I have a copy of the newspaper advertisement for the above-mentioned concert, dated 15 May 1806, which
provides details of the upcoming event. Madam Sophie Dussek, the niece of Mr. Corri and estranged wife of Jan
Ladsilav Dussek, was one of the performers. Jan Ladislav Dussek was the concert artist who requested that
Broadwood add the "extra notes" to the piano in 1789. These were additional notes to the upper range of the
instrument. That piano was given to Franz Joseph Haydn on his arrival in 1791 for his practice instrument.
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MORNING CHRONICLE, 26 May 1806.
Notice from the London newspaper for the mentioned concert.
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The list of performers at the Hanover Square performance on 26 May 1806 is quite interesting and a brief
“who’s who” is worth mentioning.
Joseph Wölfl, (1773–1812) was an Austrian pianist and composer. He studied under Leopold Mozart, Michael
Haydn, and might have taken lessons from Wolfgang Mozart. Wölfl was very tall, more than six feet, and had an
enormous hand span. In 1798 he dedicated his Op. 6 Sonatas to Beethoven although the two were rivals. (Some
sources describe Wölfl as the better pianist, Beethoven was better at composition.) Wölfl lived in Paris 1801–
1805, from there he moved to London where his first performance was 27 May 1805, exactly one year before
the 26 May 1806 Hanover Square event.
John Braham (1774–1856) was an English tenor and one of Europe’s leading opera singers. Born into a Jewish
family and orphaned as a boy, he began singing in the Great Synagogue in London. His first operatic stage
appearance was in 1787 at Covent Garden. Braham became involved with the Storace family in 1794. Stephen
and his sister, Anna, known as Nancy, were involved in the London music scene for several decades, Stephen as
a composer/production and Nancy as a soprano. John Braham and Nancy Storace sang in every major house in
the Europe continent as well as in Britain.
Anna Nancy Storace (1765–1817) was born in London, studied in Italy, and from there went to Vienna in 1783
as she was recruited by Emperor Joseph II for his newly formed Italian Opera Company. While in Vienna she
worked with Wolfgang Mozart and the role of Susanna in Mozart’s “Le Nozze di Figuro” was written for and first
performed by her. She also was acquainted with Franz Joseph Haydn while in Vienna. In 1787 she returned to
London singing in her brother’s (Stephen Storace) operas. She retired from singing in 1808.
William Knyvett (1779–1856) was a lay vicar at Westminster Abbey and for forty years sang in the best London
concerts. In 1802 he succeeded Dr. Samuel Arnold as one of the composers of the Chapel Royal. His unpublished
works include music for the coronation of King George IV and Queen Victoria.

This piano was rented out for one night on 29 May 1806 to Lady Paxton of No. 24 Piccadilly.
Sir William Paxton (1744–1824) and Ann Dawney (1762–1846) were married in 1786. In January 1802, after his
election to Parliament, they purchased the house at 24 Piccadilly, opposite Green Park. They lived in this home
until Sir William's death in February 1824. Here they raised a family of ten children plus a daughter of William's
from his time in India before his marriage.
Lady Paxton seems to have had a long history of "fashionable events" at the Piccadilly residence with details
recorded in the British newspapers as late as 1822. Unfortunately, I was not able to find any remarks regarding
the particular event of the hiring of this piano in late May 1806.
Lady Paxton died on 3 December 1846 at the home of her son, A. F. Paxton, in her 82nd year.
Mr. Edwards of Cheney Row, Chelsea, 5 June 1806–6 June 1806. I can find no additional information regarding
Mr. Edwards.
Mr. Pinkney, 3 July 1806 – ? No. 46 Baker Street
William Pinkney (1764–1822) came to London from the United States in July 1806 on a diplomatic mission with
James Monroe. (Their job was to sort out the remaining problems left after the American Revolution in 1781.) In
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a letter, dated 1 July 1806 to Monroe, Pinkney informs him that he has taken a temporary residence at 46 Baker
Street. I found a notice in the London newspapers regarding Mr. Pinkney. "The King met in a private audience
with Monroe and Pinkney on 21 July 1806 at the Queens Palace and presented him with their credentials."
Unfortunately, I do not have the return date of this piano but know that it was returned by 9 December 1806, as
it was sent out on hire again.

Typed transcript of the letter from William Pinkney to James Monroe, 1 July 1806.
Notice "Post Script" giving the street address, which is confirmed from the Broadwood Ledgers.

William Pinkney's correspondence is now located in the Firestone Library at Princeton University. A search of
the archives did not yield any additional information regarding Pinkney's use of this piano, although the letters
are not arranged chronologically, but instead are arranged by individuals.
Mrs. Blunt/Blunts, 9 December 1806–19 December 1806, No. 18 Queen Square, Bloomsbury. I can find no
additional information regarding Mrs. Blunt/Blunts. Her name is spelled both ways in the Broadwood Journal.

Copy of page from the Broadwood Journal for the entry for Mrs. Blunt. The year is 1806 and she hires a piano from
9–19 December. This journal page does not include this information, but the piano is #3360.
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This piano was delivered to Mr. J. Packwood Esq. Commander of the Enterprize, London Dock, 24 December
1806. The Enterprize set sail for New York in early January 1807, arriving on 9 March 1807. Listed as merchants
receiving cargo from this vessel are J. & M. Paff, who happened to be the Broadwood agents in New York City at
this time. It is possible this piano was delivered to them. (It is interesting to note that John and Michael Paff
purchased the piano retail business of John Jacob Astor in 1802, see earlier details in the Astor piano
information.) Also some of the documents regarding the details of the treaty that Mr. Pinkney and Mr. Monroe
were negotiating with the British government were aboard the Enterprize. (See previous entry regarding this
instrument.)

NEWPORT MERCURY, Rhode Island, 14 March 1807.
This newspaper article refers to the treaty that William Pinckney was negotiating along with James Monroe.

MERCANTILE ADVERTISER, New York, New York, 9 March 1807.
Listing of the merchants receiving cargo from the Enterprize, J & M Paff being one of the merchants.

This piano surfaces again in the United States by the end of the nineteenth century in the possession of the
Kirkpatrick family of Pennsylvania. Miles Kirkpatrick (1919–1998) was commissioner of the Federal Trade
Commission under President Richard M. Nixon. The piano was purchased by Scott Odell in the early 1970s. In a
letter from Scott, he states that the piano belonged to Miles Kirkpatrick's father (William H. Kirkpatrick, 1885–
1970) and possibly Kirkpatrick's grandfather, (William S. Kirkpatrick 1844–1932).

♪
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JOHN BROADWOOD, square piano #39116, 1830, London
Unrestored, rough condition—strings missing and action in rough condition. I believe most of the cabinet parts
are present, unassembled.
This piano was completed by 5 October 1830, as it was rented to Messer Hy Headland and Milman of Bedford
Row. An entry for the journal for 19 December 1831 is illegible and might be the return of this instrument.
Another entry for 10 January 1832 does not have the corresponding record. On 6 April 1833 for Mr. James
Wilkie and addressed to William Bell Esq., Whitehaven, delivered at Symon's Wharf to go to the Express, R
Sexton, captain of the ship.

BELFAST NEWS–LETTER 26 March 1833.
Advertisement for the schooner Express, Captain Sexton.

I have not been able to find any details regarding the exact voyage the Broadwood piano was loaded on, (April
1833), although I have found numerous other trips this schooner made during the year 1833.
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JOHN BROADWOOD, grand piano #772, 1852, London
Has eighty-two notes, five single bass strings, fifteen bass notes two string unisons, two string unisons in the
tenor, three string unisons in the treble, rectangle tuning pins, original ivory, original strings, original damper
felt, brass corners, various structural screws, soundboard information paper missing, mahogany cabinet, music
rack, legs, and pedals original.
Piano is in fair original condition, with the exception of the additional brass corners added to the cabinet, see
below. I received the piano from Lawrence University, Appleton, Wisconsin, about 2010. The piano was donated
to the university in 1996 by Chandler Harris of Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin.
This piano was rented from 4 March 1852 to 7 June 1852 to W. Lock Esq., 3 Warwick Square, Pimlico.
I found a "W. Locke" in London during this time, who might have been a surgeon and was the secretary of an
organization called the "Ragged School Union." I am not able to connect this man to the Pimlico address.
On 17 June 1852, it was sold to the Reverend William Tattersall, Howe Rectory, near Brooke, Norwich. It was
delivered to Brick Lane Station to go by Eastern Counties Rail. During August/October 1862 the piano went to
Broadwood shop for repairs. (The piano has a number of brass corners attached to it, could this be the repairs
mentioned?) It appears that the Reverend William Tattersall was rector at Howe from 1840–1871. There is
another Rev. William Tattersall who died on 8 May 1855 at the Howe Rectory. I am not sure of the relationship,
if any, of the two gentlemen.
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JOHN BROADWOOD, grand piano #18103, 1852, London
Decal of "Messer's Wood & Company, Edinburgh" is on the wrest plank, rosewood cabinet, missing music rack.
Piano was refinished in the 1980s(?), original strings with several missing, action is original. This piano was
completed on 9 September 1852. From 8 December 1852–10 August 1853, it was rented to Lindsay Sloper of 7
Southwick Place, Hyde Park, London. Edward Hugh Lindsay Sloper (1826–1887) was a concert pianist,
composer, and music teacher. He was a student of Ignaz Moscheles and Chopin. It has been proposed that
Lindsay Sloper introduced Chopin to a woman named Jane Stirling. Miss Stirling begins as a student of Chopin,
becomes his patroness and the person who receives a significant portion of Chopin’s personal effects at the time
of his death. Chopin does dedicate two nocturnes to her.
It is also known that the “Swedish Nightingale," Jenny Lind, meets Chopin a number of times in London in 1848.
There is speculation that it is Miss Lind who is behind the patronage of Chopin, fronted through Jane Stirling. It is
Jenny Lind who has Julius Benedict as her conductor on her American tour in 1850–1851.
Sir Julius Benedict (1804–1885) was as a young man introduced to Beethoven by Carl Maria Von Weber in 1823
in Vienna. Benedict moved to London and was involved with Sloper from 1848–1880. The two appear to have
been friends and were involved with a number of events during these years. In 1850 Benedict went to the
United States with Jenny Lind and toured with her during her time here. (See details regarding Benedict in the
Chickering pianos.) Benedict might well have played this piano when it was being used by Sloper. This piano is
also less than 1,000 serial numbers from the two pianos of the same model owned by Chopin, which were used
during his England/Scotland tour.
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MORNING POST, London, 11 February 1853.
Music Critiques commentary for Lindsay Sloper at the time he was using this Broadwood piano.

From 7 October 1853 to 23 March 1855, the piano was rented to Mrs. John Gogh Nichols, 28 Upper Harley
Street, London. Lucy Nichols, the daughter of Captain Frederick Lewis of Chiswick Mall, became the wife of John
Gough Nichols in 1843. They lived at Upper Harley Street from circa 1852–circa 1868. John Gough Nichols was
the publisher of the Gentleman's Magazine from 1826–1856 and book antiquary. After his death in 1873,
Sotheby's Auction sold off his extensive family's book and paper collections. The sale of this collection happened
during the next 50 years.

MORNING POST, London, 1 February 1850.
This is the house, No. 28 Upper Harley Street, which Mr. and Mrs. John Gough Nichols live in from 1853–1855,
when they rented the Broadwood piano. This appears to have been a rather elegant home.

On 30 August 1856, this piano was sold to Messer's Wood & Company of Edinburgh and placed onboard a ship,
The Prince of Wales, destined for Edinburgh. This corresponds with the decal on the wrest plank. Messer's Wood
Small & Company was involved in repairing pipe organs in the Edinburgh area, circa 1814–1823. There is also a
Mr. Wood who owned a music shop in Edinburgh in 1848, as he traveled with Chopin from London to Edinburgh
as a companion.

♪
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JOHN BROADWOOD, grand piano #9275, 1877, London
Piano was restrung in the 1980s(?) and is not staying in tune, action is original (?)with original finish, music rack
intact, and original pedal lyre.
This piano was completed on 27 December 1877. On 19 March 1878, it was loaned to Henry Joachim Esq. of 25
Phillimore Gardens, Kensington, London. The moving fee was charged to Walter Broadwood, partner in the firm,
at no cost to Mr. Joachim. Henry Joachim was the older brother of Joseph Joachim (1831–1907), one of the
most significant violinists of the nineteenth century. Joseph came to London nearly every year for decades and
stayed with his brother, Henry, at his home in London. So why the gift of this piano at this time? Joseph Joachim
had a long ongoing friendship with composer Johannes Brahms (1833–1897). At about this time Brahms was
scheduled to come to England to receive an honorary degree at Cambridge. I suspect that Walter Broadwood
might have received the news of Brahms's impeding visit and conveniently provided a piano for Brahms to use,
should he wish to play. Unfortunately, Brahms canceled his trip to England and sent his friend, Joachim, to
receive the degree on his behalf. So this became the piano that Brahms nearly played. The piano was returned
to Broadwoods on 24 July 1878.
Johannes Brahms Life and Letters by Styra Avins provides the most details regarding Brahms and the attempt to
lure him to London. Aside from the above-mentioned events were the following: Friedrich Crysander,
musicologist and acquaintance of Brahms, in January 1879; and the London Philharmonic Society in
November/December 1880. Brahms’ reluctance to come to London has been described in his unwillingness to
travel by ship. That has been refuted as he traveled by ship in Italy.
Also by this time Brahms had made several statements regarding his choice of pianos, he preferred to play on
either Bechstein or the American Steinway. This is documented again in the work by Styra Avins.

Joseph Joachim
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Johannes Brahms

GRANTHAM JOURNAL, 20 January 1877. News article doubtful of Brahms coming to England.

The piano was rented from 31 October 1878–11 September 1879 to Miss Richards, 12 Ryder Street, St. James's,
London.
Miss Richards is Miss Bessie Richards, concert artist, and appears to have had her career launched right at this
time with no fewer than 60 newspaper articles regarding her performances and a number of advertisements for
her concerts in the London newspapers from this period.

EVENING TELEGRAPH, London, 2 January 1879.
Critic's commentary regarding Miss Richards during the time she was renting this piano.
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PALL MALL GAZETTE, 21 June 1879.

From 3 October 1879–24 December 1879, the piano was rented by Miss Helen Hopekirk, 8 Devonshire Street,
Portland Place, London.
Helen Hopekirk (1856–1945) made her London musical debut in 1879. She used this piano as she prepared for
at least three concerts that fall. Hopekirk continued her performance and teaching career, married William
Wilson in 1882 and moved to Boston in 1883. She remained in the United States until her death in 1945.

Helen Hopekirk
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KENT & ESSEX COURIER 5 December 1879.
Printed program from Helen Hopekirk during the time she was using this piano.

The piano was rented from 19 January 1880–17 July 1880 to Mrs. Hardcastle, 4 Chesham Street, Bellgrave
Square, London.
Henry Hardcastle, Barrister–at–Law (1841?–1922?) was married to Maria Herschel, daughter of Sir John F. W.
Hershel in October 1865. They had a number of children in the 1860s–1870s. They lived at 4 Chesham Street
from circa 1872–circa 1881. By December 1882, Sir Henry Drummond Wolff was living at this address. The family
had connections with the Writtle Brewery and the donation of a clock, installed in the tower of the Writtle
church in October 1881.
On 30 August 1880, the piano was sold to Mrs. Torr, 11 Ladbroke Gardens.
Augusta Torr (1824–1887) apparently kept the piano until her death, and the piano appears to have been
inherited by her son Cecil Torr (1857–1928). Cecil had the piano sent to the Broadwood shop in February/March
1909 for cleaning, hammer reshaping, etc. He appears to have lived at the family residence until his death in
1928. I suspect the piano remained with him until that time.

♫
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JOHN BROADWOOD, upright piano #52672, 1879, London
Original finish, "Birdcage" action
This piano was completed on 13 March 1879. It was delivered to Llewellyn Esq., Ferry Hotel, Cookham, and
delivered to Paddington Station to go by Great Western (GW) Rail.
Located on the bottom front board of this instrument is a tag from “Joseph Louis Nacca Period Antique
Furniture, West Haven Connecticut, 1983.” I suspect he had this instrument in his antique shop at the time. Joe
“Pippy” Nacca died on 8 March 2012 at age 81.
James Llewellyn was owner of the "Ferry House" hotel in Cookham from 1870–circa 1887. He married Elizabeth
Fanny, eldest daughter of Mr. Richard Poulton on 26 March 1870. The same day Mr. Poulton turned over the
operation of the hotel to him. I believe the Ferry House Hotel is still in business today in the same location. The
piano was shipped onboard the Great Western Railway.

♪
Jonas Chickering (1798–1853) started building pianos in Boston in 1823 and was known as the grandfather of
the American piano. He designed, built, and patented one of the earliest, but not the first, full cast-iron plates,
patent #3238, 1 September 1843. This gave pianos an ability to produce a larger sound, by accommodating more
strings with higher tensions. This collection reflects the most significant time period of the Chickering Piano
Company developments.
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Jonas Chickering

The Chickering serial number books are now located in the archives of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington,
DC, where I have been able to access information on nearly all of the Chickering pianos in this collection.

♫
CHICKERING, square piano #1467, 1833, Boston
Original finish, music rack missing, pedal lyre replaced, original action. Piano frame is "sprung," replaced castors.
This piano was purchased by Mrs. "Vizie" of 66 Salem Street for $275 on 9 July 1833. Mrs. Veazie was the wife of
Joseph Veazie who lived at 66 Salem Street, Boston, for many years. (I found Joseph Veazie in STIMPSON'S
Boston Directory for 1831–1832 at 66 Salem Street.) The house was part of the family's estate until it was sold in
1900 to Abram Minsky. I suspect the piano might well have been in the mansion at this address for all of those
years. According to the newspaper article recording the sale, this was the first transfer of the family property
since 1820.
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CHICKERING, square piano #6381, 1844, Boston
I have not found the serial number for this piano in the usual places on this instrument. I am using a number on
the underside of the music rack. According to the Chickering journals, this number would date the piano to
1844. That does seem to be a reasonable date for the piano based on the cabinet style, etc.
I believe the notation below reads, "Round Case Rosewood L 6' Plain Moulding 6381 Oct 25 Com(missioned) to
W J Hopp N(ew) Orleans 260." A search for W J Hopp in New Orleans does yield a few possible details, although
nothing conclusive.
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Letter and envelope found inside Chickering #6381 from 1936 with inquiry to the date of manufacture/ first owner
addressed to Mr. Nelson Acheson of San Diego, California.
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Nelson Acheson (1874–1950) was born in Kansas, lived his early years in Kansas City, Missouri, moved to
Washington state then to San Diego, California, circa 1936 (see forward of address on the envelope). He married
(in 1938) Mary Capen (1907–1999). I do not believe they had any children. Because the letter was written
before Nelson and Mary were married, I suspect that if the piano was in Nelson’s possession, and if it was a
family piece, that it would have come from his family. I have been able to find a few details regarding Nelson’s
parents and unfortunately I have not found any information to tie him or his ancestors to this piano. The
additional name of Mr, Bare in the content of the letter remains a mystery, could he have been Nelson’s piano
tuner?

♪
CHICKERING, square piano #9558, 1849, Boston
Piano cabinet refinished, original action(?).

Partial copy of the page from the Chickering journal for piano serial number 9558.

This piano was sold to Paran Stevens (manager) of the "Revere House" on 20 June 1849 for $400. The Revere
House was built in 1847, and billed the most prestigious hotel in Boston, Massachusetts, at that time. Many
notable people stayed in its suites throughout the years, including Charles Dickens, Jenny Lind, several US
presidents, and the Prince of Wales–Edward VII. This piano was in the hotel at the time the opera singer, Miss
Jenny Lind, known as the "Swedish Nightingale," performed in Boston in October 1850. The newspapers covered
every minute of her time in the city, including the details of her suite. Within the list of furnishings was a
Chickering piano, which I suspect was this instrument. The newspaper stated that her rooms were furnished at a
cost of $13,000 for the three nights she stayed there.
Sir Julius Benedict (1804–1885) was the conductor for Miss Lind as she traveled on her American tour, 1850–
1851. He was a friend of Lindsay Sloper. It is possible that Benedict might have played this Chickering piano and
the Broadwood piano mentioned previously in connection with Sloper.
The piano was no longer in the Revere House by 1912, as the building was destroyed in a devastating fire, which
took a number of lives. By this time the once grand Revere House had become a rundown tenement with no fire
escapes.
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Jenny Lind by William Edward Kilburn, 1848

Revere House, Boston, 19th century
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Newspaper article describing “The
Nightingale’s Cage," Miss Lind's hotel suite
at the Revere House, and notice detail
regarding the Chickering piano. It is
interesting to note that the Chickering
Journals do not record another Chickering
piano placed in the Revere House for the
dates of Miss Lind's stay. It could have
happened and not been recorded in the
journals, or it is quite possible this piano
was the instrument used.
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The above stamped mark (nearly illegible) is from the bottom of Chickering square piano #9558. I have been
able to decipher most of the writing, which says, “1869? __ Bromberg, 8 _, Dauphin St. Mobile, Ala.” A search
for Mr. Bromberg yielded the following information: Frederick Bromberg ( ____ –1884) came to Mobile,
Alabama, circa 1832. He first engaged in the music business and by 1839 he was located at 22 Dauphin Street.
Bromberg’s sons, Frederick (Jr) and Charles and son-in-law Emil Zadok joined in the business, which was
interrupted by the Civil War. The family transitioned into the jewelry business and is now believed to be the
oldest family operated enterprise in the United States having been through six generations of the Bromberg
family. I made a search of their business affairs, focusing on the music portion. Bromberg & Son were advertising
a music store by 1859. In 1863 they were located at 46 Dauphin Street and in 1868 at 108 Dauphin Street. On 25
July 1869 there was a notice in the Mobile newspaper of a change of the Chickering piano agency from
Bromberg Brothers to J H Snow & Brown at 29 Dauphin Street. It appears that Bromberg Brothers may have
switched to the Steinway dealership at 108 Dauphin Street in 1870.
From this information I am willing to speculate that this piano left the “Revere House” in Boston early in its life
and might have ended up in the show room of Bromberg’s Music store in Mobile, Alabama, sometime before
1869 when the family discontinued the Chickering dealership. Could it have come into their possession later as a
trade in?

♫
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CHICKERING, square piano #10298, 1850, Boston
Unfortunately, the journal for serial numbers 10001–15000 is missing from the archives from the Smithsonian
Institutition. Based on a guess of production figures for this time period #10298 would have been completed in
June/July 1850.
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CHICKERING, square piano #14467, circa 1852, Boston
Unfortunately, the Chickering Journal for this time period does not exist so I am not able to find any information
regarding the date of completion and the name of the first owner.

CHICKERING, square piano #19195, 1857, Boston
This piano was sold to D. L. Rice of Boston on 30 October 1857. I believe this to be Duane L. Rice, an employee of
Chickering & Sons. He is listed as a piano maker in the 1860 census and a superintendent of the company in
1865.
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CHICKERING, upright piano #69391, 1885, Boston
Piano is in original rough condition.

This piano was delivered on 27 September 1885 to Chickering & Sons in New York City.

♫
CHICKERING, upright piano #71542, 1885, Boston
This piano was delivered on 8 December 1885 to Chickering & Sons in New York City.

♪
CHICKERING, upright piano #112054, 1908, Boston
It was shipped on 30 September 1908 to the Carl Hoffman Music Company of Kansas City, Missouri.
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MUZIO CLEMENTI, square piano #5503, 1807, London
Handwritten #6236. Piano stand not original. Piano is in original rough condition.
Muzio Clementi (1752–1832) was born in Rome, Italy. When but a young man, his father sold him as an
indentured servant to Sir Peter Beckford of England, and Clementi went to England to live. Sir Peter continued
Clementi's music education, and he became a concert artist/composer, then a music publisher, and last a piano
builder. Clementi purchased the bankrupt piano company of Longmann & Broderip in 1798 and began building
pianos.
Leif Sahlqvist has done extensive research on the Clementi serial number system. His work has produced the
best list of serial numbers from this maker. From his information this piano was built in early February 1807. A
fire occurred on 24 March 1807 at the Clementi manufacturing site at Tottenham Court Road destroying the
facility. The Cheapside address location was not affected and production continued. This piano was close to one
of the last instruments built before the fire.
Clementi had a number of business partners throughout the years, including brothers Frederick and William
Collard, who purchased Clementi's interest in the company about the time of his death in 1832. Clementi is
known as a transitional composer/artist, having lived through the entire lives of both Mozart and Beethoven.
Clementi also met both Mozart and Beethoven.

Print of Muzio Clementi from engravings by the artist Thomas Hardy at the request of John Bland.
“M. Clementi. From an original picture in the possession of J. Bland”
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LLOYD'S EVENING POST 19–21 November 1798.

♪
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COLLARD & COLLARD, grand piano #5609, additional #554, circa 1853, London
Frederick Collard (1772–1860) and William Collard (1776–1866) began building pianos in partnership with
Muzio Clementi, one by 1800 and the other by 1810, and were the successors to the Clementi company. They
remained active in the business until their deaths. The company was later purchased in 1929 by the Chappell
Piano Company.

Detail of the Collard & Collard keyboard and nameboard.

♫
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JACOB DOLL, Grand a la Pompadour upright piano #34116, 1900, New York
Marquetry inlay design upper medallion and front music rack panels.
Jacob Doll established the firm in 1885 and continued building pianos until his death in 1911, the company then
was transferred to his sons. They discontinued the business during the Great Depression in 1931. This model
sold for about $750 in 1903.

This unusual piano is reminiscent of the cabinet upright pianos from nearly a century earlier and of the
hairstyles of the same time. I know of two other pianos of this design and from this maker that exist, one is in
the National Music Museum in Vermillion, South Dakota, and the other is in the Smithsonian Institution in
Washington, DC. This piano was purchased by William Kugler of Minneapolis in 1961 from Larry Givens of
Wexford, Pennsylvania. The piano had originally belonged to Mr. J. G. Hearne, attorney, of Wheeling, West
Virginia. In my search for J. G. Hearne I could only find a W. H. Hearne, who was an attorney in Wheeling at this
time. He (William Henry Hearne) was born in 1852 and died in 1927. His wife Annie (Stockton) died in 1903.

♪
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ERARD, grand piano #19026, 1875, London
Brass inlaid decal, rosewood veneer.
Sebastian Erard started building pianos in 1771, having sent for his brother Jean-Baptiste Erard to come to Paris
and join him. They were involved with piano construction in Paris until the French Revolution and then relocated
to London. There, they set up another manufactory and for many years had facilities in both Paris and London. It
was Sebastian Erard who developed the double repeating grand action in 1821. This invention happened
simultaneously with Franz Liszt's arrival in Paris (as a young man of ten years old) and became known as the
piano most associated with Liszt, who became known as the first "Rock Star." This example from 1875 is fairly
late in this design, but within the time of Franz Liszt's life. Erard's repetition lever is now standard equipment on
all grand pianos made worldwide.
Sebastian Erard was also a builder of high quality harps. (See Erard harp.)
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Franz Liszt

♫
GAVEAU PARIS, upright piano #5794, circa 1868
Rosewood cabinet, original? finish, brass candle sconces. The piano was restrung/rebuilt in 1993.
The company was founded by Joseph Gaveau (1824–1903) in 1847 and merged with Erard in 1961.
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GEIB & WALKER, square piano #6714, cabinet #246, circa 1840, New York
Original finish, action and strings 73 notes F–F. The piano suffers from the frame being sprung by the string
tension (it rocks severely). Taped behind the nameboard is a business card for Robert Hayward piano tuner from
Prospect Heights, Illinois. The piano was repaired by him in 1962, tuning dates from 1965–1973.
Johann Lorenz Geib (1744–1819) was born in Germany and moved to England in the last quarter of the
eighteenth century with the migration of a group of piano builders, who later became known as "The Twelve
Apostles." In 1797, he migrated again, to the United States, with his adult children and began building pianos in
New York City. By 1807 the Geib family was involved with J & M Paff in New York City. The sons continued in
business after their father's retirement and were later joined by the grandsons. By 1827 grandson-in-law, Daniel
Walker, became a partner. The firm was under this name from 1827–1843, when this piano was built. The
company continued under the family name until about 1860, when it was purchased by Charles Brett, ending an
approximate 100-year, three-country legacy of the family as piano builders.
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MORNING CHRONICLE, London, January 29 1794
John Geib Piano Advertisement

Portion of the graphic from Johann Geib’s patent #1571 for his piano action, 3 November 1786. This action
design, known as the “grasshopper action” has an intermediate lever between the jack and the hammer shank
and became the standard mechanism in English and American pianos during the first half of the 19th century. It
is also the forerunner of the repetition lever designed by Sebastian Erard and patented in 1821.
Johann Geib worked for Burkat Shudi (John Broadwood’s father-in-law) and Longman & Broderip before starting
his own business in London (see Longman & Broderip).
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Attributed to TIMOTHY GILBERT, Cocked Hat Grand #3038, 1860, Boston
Rosewood cabinet, original legs, music rack is not original, and keytops are not original.
This is an unusual style for a grand piano. Three companies were known to have built pianos of this design:
Chickering, Mathushek, and Timothy Gilbert. Chickering made the most pianos (about 400) of this design, from
1854–1863. Mathushek and Timothy Gilbert would have made fewer instruments. This is not a Chickering, as
they were known to cast their name in their iron plates. The serial number does not reflect the time period of
Mathushek, so Timothy Gilbert is the one manufacturer remaining. The serial number for the Timothy Gilbert
pianos would date this instrument to 1860, which would fit with the cabinet style, etc. Timothy Gilbert (1797–
1865) was building pianos in Boston from 1834–1863. His brother, Lemuel, was in business with him part of this
time. Timothy was known as "the grandest abolitionist in Boston."

Timothy Gilbert

♪
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HALLET & CUMSTON, square grand #7230, Boston
Hallet & Cumston was formed about 1847 by Russell Hallet and William Cumston. This was the fourth
partnership for Hallet. The firm continued under this name until about 1890. I acquired this piano from the
Ramsey County Historical Society. They had no additional provenance.

♫
HALLET & DAVIS, grand piano #7545, 1855, Boston
This number is handwritten on the bass side next to the tuning pins and confirmed on the underside of the
music rack, 85 notes C–C. Rosewood cabinet, original ivories with rounded fronts, twelve-sided legs.
This piano is identical to one that the Smithsonian Institution has in its holdings. One of the distinctive features
of this piano is the incredible hand-painted design on the cast-iron plate. This was the second time this name
was used for a piano builder. The original Hallet & Davis was Russell Hallet and George Davis, circa 1841–1847.
By circa 1852, this Hallet & Davis company, under Benjamin Hallet and George Davis, was manufacturing grand
pianos.
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♪
HAMPTON, small table piano #3-247, circa 1940?
It has 64 notes, downward striking action, waterfall keys, aluminum plate two string unisons with single string
bass notes, over strung. This is an interesting design, likely from the 1940s.
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♫
HEITZMANN, upright transposing piano, #18313, 1901, Toronto, Canada
Several piano companies made this type of instrument, which allowed the musician to transpose to a different
key and play the same notes. One of the most famous owners to have a transposing piano was Irving Berlin. He
was quoted to have said, "Any key is good as long as it is F#." It has a simple design of a lever below the
keyboard to shift the keys in either direction. The middle pedal MUST be activated for this mechanism to work.
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Interior view of Heinzman upright transposing piano, showing the extra keys on each end and a portion of the
mechanism (movable stickers) that are required for this innovation to operate.

HICKS & SON, upright piano #56263 (on keys 1 & 2), London(?)
Brass candelabras
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♪
FRANZ HÖDL, grand piano #922, circa 1875, Vienna
Piano has a label on the soundboard: “Franz Hödl, Piano Fabrick Landstrasse Posthorn Grasse 8, Wein No. 922.”
Franz Hodl Senior was at various addresses in the Vienna Third District from 1859–1900 and at the above
address from 1873–1876. Franz Hodl Junior (his son?) was active from circa 1897–1912.
The piano is a “Viennese style action, 85 notes, walnut? cabinet original finish? original ivories, and is in very
good condition, playable. The nameboard is quite detailed with information from the Vienna Exposition of 1873
and the Privilegium of the Emperor.
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Inscription on each end of the action rails Franz Hodl piano.
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J & J HOPKINSON, upright piano #44803, circa 1890, London
Original finish, original ivories, with a few missing fronts, candle sconces missing.
John & James Hopkinson was established in London in 1835. This maker's name was used up to the end of the
twentieth century.

♫
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KIMBALL, upright piano, with Pianocorder mechanism, #10579, 1890, Chicago
Original black painted cabinet, original action and ivories. Piano has had the pinblock reglued to the frame and
bolted about 25 five years ago.
William Wallace Kimball started a music store in Chicago, Illinois, in 1857. By the middle 1880s, he was
manufacturing reed organs and, a few years later, pianos. This is an early instrument from his factory.
I purchased this piano many years ago at an auction in Castlewood, South Dakota. It is a great example of a
typical home piano made popular in the last half of the nineteenth century.
The Pianocorder mechanism was devised by the Marantz Company in the late 1970s. I worked for Grant Leonard
in Minneapolis, Minnesota, in the fall of 1978 and helped with the installation of the first Pianocorder
mechanism in a Minneapolis piano. Throughout the years I have received several mechanism and parts from
him. Before Grant Leonard moved to Florida, he gifted me with the remainder of his cassette tape library of
Pianocorder music. I installed the Pianocorder mechanism in this piano and have used this instrument as a
demonstrator for many years in conjunction with my exhibitions.

♪
JACOB KIRKMAN, square piano #529, circa 1840, London
The decal reads "Kirkman's Patent Repeater" with a few letters missing in the word Kirkman. The piano was
restrung and the cabinet refinished, likely in the 1980s. Patent No. 9594, issued on 19 January 1843 to Joseph
Kirkman Junior, unfortunately does not have the specifications. Kirkman was from Soho Square and the patent
pertained to "improvements in the action of Pianofortes."
Jacob Kirkman (1710–1792) began building harpsichords in London during the eighteenth century in the style of
the famous Rucker family of Antwerp. His nephew, Abraham Kirkman, entered into partnership with Jacob and
the family continued to build harpsichords and later pianos. The company was sold to Collard & Collard, circa
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1896. Kirkman rivaled Broadwood for supremacy of the harpsichord and piano market in Great Britain. Thomas
Jefferson owned a Kirkman harpsichord. Descendants of this family were not able to add any additional details
to the history of this company.

♫
KNABE, concert grand piano #10922, 1927, Baltimore, Maryland
Original black painted cabinet, hammers replaced about 30 years ago. I replaced the keytops in 2010, which had
been replaced many years ago with paralyn.
William Knabe (1803–1864), founder of the firm, began building pianos in Baltimore with business partner,
Henry Gaehle, in 1837. They focused their sales in the southern states of the United States and went nearly
bankrupt during the Civil War, when William Knabe died. His sons, William Junior and Ernst, assumed the helm
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and were able to keep the company from closing. Knabe was later joined to American Piano Company in the
early twentieth century.
This piano was thought to have belonged to a Mr. Jelnick? of Watertown, South Dakota. I was told he had been
a concert pianist, retired, moved to Lake Pelican and gave piano lessons. I have not been able to find him in any
records from this time and place.
I purchased the piano from the Watertown School District in 2005.

♪
LONGMAN & BRODERIP, Musical Instrument Makers, square piano, #4180, London
The number 4180 is stamped on the bass end block, #111 is stamped on the pin block, and #93 is stamped on
the back of the nameboard. Handpainted flower design on the nameboard. Detached decal from hammer rail,
(found inside piano), “____Styles, Piano Tuner, 72 Derbyshire Street, B?ethnal Green Road.”
I searched for the above information and found a George Styles at 72 Derbyshire Street, Bethnal Road in East
London. He was a musician, born circa 1833 and died after 1901. He was the son of Robert and Anne Styles, his
wife was Louisa Styles and they had children George S., Isobella, and Ann. I believe this is the man from the
decal inside the piano. I suspect he was the piano tuner for this instrument and the decal is from circa 1860–
1890.
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Five octaves, a few dampers missing, damper rail separate on back board. Piano restrung, replaced hitch pin
board, tuning pins original? on the right side. Original hammers and keys with wood fronts, a few missing.
Simple “Zumpe style” action. Writing in pencil on keybed below key frame (1779?). Small rectangle hole cut in
the back of the piano behind the location of the soundboard, not original. Right front corner broken away from
the keybed, from string tension.
Original French stand with shelf, paper tag on underside of shelf “Army & Navy Stores Limited Warehouse Dept.
#212 __39 HSR 23119 8/5/44 5M,” similar tag on back of stand nearly missing. One leg detached all present and
original casters.
James Longman founded the company in 1767 as a music and musical instrument seller. In 1775 ____ Lukey
joined the firm and it became known as Longman & Lukey. A year later Francis Broderip became a partner and
the company became Longman, Lukey & Broderip. This arrangment lasted one year with Lukey leaving in 1776.
(I have a piece of music published from the Longman, Lukey & Broderip Company.) Longman & Broderip
continued unto 1795, then went into bankruptcy. It is believed that Longman & Broderip did not build their own
pianos but contracted this work to other builders such as John Geib, etc. (The action is not of the Geib patent
design from 1786.)
In 1798 Muzio Clementi purchased the assests of Longman & Broderip and began to build pianos under his
name and additional partner names (see Clementi). In 1832 the Collard brothers purchased Clementi’s share of
the business and with their existing shares had the controlling equity. It then became Collard & Collard (see
Collard & Collard). Collard & Collard suffered a fire in 1964, which was thought to have destroyed all the records
of these earlier companies.
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LOUD BROTHERS, square piano #1176, circa 1830, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Handwritten date underside of soundboard above the "extra keys" of "8 December 1831, William Moore
Philadelphia No. 544." Original finish, rosewood cabinet, nice brass detail work on the legs and brass braiding on
the rim of the cabinet. Most of the legs had been broken at the wooden screw into the cabinet, and I have
repaired them. William Moore has signed at least one other piano, which is in the collection of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York City. Stamped signature on key number 73 of "B. Disbrow 1176."
Thomas Loud (1770–1833) was a London piano maker and is credited with an over stringing patent in 1802 for
an upright piano. Over stringing is now standard construction in all pianos worldwide today. Thomas Loud Jr.
(1792–1866) worked with Clementi before coming to the United States in 1811. The formation of this company
was started about 1816 with brothers Thomas Jr. and John Loud; additional bothers, Philogus and Joseph, joined
the company by 1828 and by the middle 1830s the company closed. They recorded a yearly capacity of 680
pianos built in 1824.
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Signature under the soundboard Loud Brothers Piano. "Wm Moore Philadelphia December 8th 1831 No. 544."

♫
Henry Mason (1831–1890) and Emmons Hamlin (1821–1885) started manufacturing high-quality reed organs in
1854 in Boston, Massachusetts. Henry Mason was the son of composer Lowell Mason, who was known as the
"father of the American church music," whose most famous tune, "Antioch," is the setting for the Christmas
hymn, "Joy to the World," composed in 1839. Lowell Mason was also the first person to teach music in the
American public school system, a tradition that continues to this day.
Mason & Hamlin were early developers of the reed organ, using De Bain's idea for the harmonium. Emmons
Hamlin, mechanic and inventor, designed a way to voice reeds to create the sound of a clarinet, violin, and other
instruments. They started building pianos in 1881 and, by the middle 1880s, developed a tuning pin design,
known as a "screw stringer," that allowed pianos to stay in tune for long periods of time. This innovation was
boycotted by the tuner/technicians of the day, so it was discontinued, hence there are few of these pianos in
existence today. I have personally seen three of these instruments in my years of repairing pianos, one of which
is listed here.
Also see Mason & Hamlin reed organs.
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MASON & HAMLIN, upright piano #2280, Boston
"Screw stringer" design. Patent #281,794, 24 July 1883.
Cabinet in original rough condition, original strings, on pitch.
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♪
Frederick Mathushek (1814–1891) started building pianos in Germany in 1840. He immigrated to the United
States in 1849 and, by 1855, he was listed in the New York directory as a piano maker. Mathushek was involved
with a number of partners during the years, both in New York, New York, and New Haven, Connecticut, including
his son, Victor. According to Pianos and their Makers by Alfred Dolge, Mathushek was a master piano builder
and was able to discern problems with pianos and could initiate the appropriate repairs.

♫
MATHUSHEK, square piano #4644, 1870, New Haven, Connecticut
Original rosewood cabinet, keytops mostly missing, original ivory
I purchased this piano from the National Music Museum several years ago. This piano has the distinct
Mathushek stringing/plate design; patent #8470, 28 October 1851; which is more like a spinet piano rather than
a traditional square piano and gives this piano more of a modern piano sound rather than a "Victorian" sound.
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♪
MATHUSHEK, square piano #1376, circa 1900, New Haven, Connecticut
This is a unique early(?) twentieth-century design, based on the Victorian-era furniture style. It is smaller in size
than the typical square grand piano from the late nineteenth century. Pedals missing, 88 note, reasonably good
condition, original ivory, original strings, two string unisons, rosewood veneer, finish is good condition, music
rack missing.
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♫
Henry F. Miller (1825–1884) started his piano manufacturing company in Boston, Massachusetts, in 1863 with
partners N. M. Lowe and J. H. Gibson. They produced high quality pianos. Later Miller's five sons joined the firm,
continuing the tradition after their father's death. This maker's name has been used up to the last quarter of the
twentieth century by the Aeolian/ American piano company.
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HENRY F. MILLER, concert grand piano #19837, 1890, Boston
I delivered this piano to the Abbey of the Hills in July 2015.

HENRY F. MILLER, upright pedal piano #27883, 1898, Boston
Piano is in original condition.
This is a unique instrument, as it is a piano with organ pedals attached to it. This design has been tried a number
of times, mostly as a secondary instrument that could be pushed up to an existing piano.
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Patent No. 179,811, 11 July 1876, pedal keyboard, Henry F. Miller.

♪
Ignaz Pleyel (1757–1831) started building pianos in 1807. Before that time, he enjoyed a life as a
composer/concert artist. It was his son, Camille Pleyel (1788–1855), who was most associated with the
composer Fredrick Chopin, building the instruments that Chopin favored for their lightness of touch and
sweetness of sound.

♫
PLEYEL?, grand piano, circa 1825
This is an interesting/mysterious instrument . . .
The piano has had at least two major repairs performed on it during its life, the first early in its existence. This
repair added two extra notes to the top end of the keyboard, likely reworked the action and changed the legs
and pedals. The addition of the two notes in the high treble end was no small feat as it required adding to the
length of the keybed, action framing, bridges, and squeezing six extra tuning pins into the high end of the piano,
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(three strings per note). At this same time a new set of action parts was installed, which included changing the
location of the let off regulation buttons. The change in the legs and pedals has evidence in the fact that there
were originally two legs at the far end of the piano, the change placed one leg at the far end.
Possibly in the 1970s repairs were completed. This work restrung the piano, installed a new upper bridge in the
treble section, and likely included the current “Pleyel” decal. This repair could have easily been done in a piano
repair shop.
I have been trying to determine the original builder of this instrument, I have a sense that it was not Pleyel.
Some of the evidence for this is in the cabinet design, as it has a large quarter-round piece attached to each side
of the cabinet near the keyboard and a corresponding fallboard, which was not typical of the Pleyel pianos, as
they usually had squared-off blocks on the cabinet at both ends of the keyboard. The piano originally was a 6½octave instrument, typical of the first quarter of the 19th century. It has a partial cast plate with individual
pressure bars, not of the typical design of the Pleyel system of framing. The action is of the “English style,” which
is typical of later Pleyel instruments with the “gang” center pins for the hammers butts. The music rack appears
to be a Pleyel design and is not original to the piano, quite possibly from the earliest repair, pedals are likely
from this same repair and appear to be typical of the Pleyel design.
I know from looking through the Pleyel company ledgers, which are now digitalized and online, that from 1829–
1841 Pleyel recorded the used pianos that came to its possession, possibly trade-ins, etc. (The existing Pleyel
records begin in 1829, the company was started in 1807.) Is it possible that Pleyel took this piano in as trade and
did the first repair to it? Clearly the earliest repair with the addition of the two notes and installing all the new
action parts was an enormous work, one which required a significant amount of resources and technology. This
is something that I would not expect from a normal piano repair shop. I am currently willing to speculate that
this instrument might have been built by another builder, brought into the Pleyel workshops, had the repair
described above performed on it, and then had a Pleyel decal added to it at that time (circa 1845).
As to the name of the original manufacturer, I have not been able to inspect many European grand pianos from
this time period. The quarter-round key block design has some similarities to an Erard grand from the early 19th
century, but I would expect the piano to then have an agraffe system, which was designed by Erard and
patented, circa 1808. This piano has a bridge pin design at the agraffe/pressure bar end of the speaking length of
the strings similar to a German/Austrian design from the early 19th century. It has three string unisons similar to
early 19th century pianos. The constructed steel bars in the framing are from the early 19th century and could
be English? The piano has a burl mahogany cabinet with a solid wood (cracked) lid and original ivory keys. The
lowest note #1 has a stamped name on it, “Steven & Aine No. 19”? and is the only written information that I
have been able to find to date.
I made a search in the Erard company records, which are now digitalized and online, for a piano that might
match this instrument. It appears that one of the first 6½-octave instruments was built in March 1823 (I could be
incorrect). I believe the journal entry is for a piano with the 1821 patented Erard repetition action design. If this
is the case, then this is likely not a repurposed Erard piano. I have looked through the Pleyel used piano listings
for the period 1829–1841 and I am not finding any other candidate that might fit this instrument (the repair
could easily have been done later). Broadwood patented a pressure bar framing system in 1827, which I have
not seen the patent for or a piano of this construction. Broadwood was not likely building pianos with the
quarter-round fronts on the key board ends from the instruments which I have seen from this time.
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Notation on the end key: “Steven & Aine No 19”? To date this has been the only marking found on this piano.

♪
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PLEYEL, grand piano #22047, 1856, Paris
Original rosewood cabinet, original action. Piano was restrung about 30 years ago.

Pleyel journal entries for grand #22047, date of sale, 26 January 1856, and Mr (L. J.) Descombes New York.

Construction began on this piano on 3 July 1855 and was completed on 28 January 1856. It was purchased by a
Mr. Descombes of New York and shipped to the United States on 26 February 1856. It sold for 1744 Francs. Louis
Descombes was the Pleyel agent for city of New York at this time. He was also a personal friend of Louis M.
Gottschalk (1829–1869), the first international concert artist/composer from the United States. It was at this
time that Gottschalk was living in New York and was offering to teach a few piano students in Descombes's
piano showrooms. I am quite certain that Gottschalk would have played this instrument when it arrived, as he
was known as the "American Chopin." The Pleyel pianos were the instrument of choice for Chopin, who had died
six years earlier in 1849.
I know that Gottschalk owned or had access to at least six Pleyel pianos during his life, including two which
bookend this instrument—numbers 21928 and 22854. It is also interesting to note that Pleyel grand numbers
22045 and 22046, the two preceding this piano, were used by French composer Jacques Fromental Halévy,
(1799–1862), who was most widely known for his operatic compositions. Two of his students were Camille
Saint-Saëns and Georges Bizet (whose best known work is the opera Carmen). Bizet would later marry Fromental
Halévy’s daughter, Geneviève.
Louis des Combes was born near Neufchatel, Switzerland, and came to New York as the Pleyel agent, locating
there by the New York Exposition of 1853. In 1861 he was located at 159 9th Street and 5th Avenue and became
a US citizen in 1865. The music “March de Nuit” was copyrighted by Louis Moreau Gottschalk on 26 March 1856
at the time Gottschalk was living in New York and using Des Combes piano showroom as his studio. I have a copy
of this music.
The Pleyel and Erard Company journals are now available online through the Musee de la Musique, Paris. I have
made a partial search through the Pleyel journals for the time period of 1854–1857 and I have found L. J.
Descombes purchasing about eighteen pianos during this time. I have completed the search through the Pleyel
journals and did not find any additional entries for Louis Descombes.
Prior to about January 1861, there were a significant number of sales to New Orleans (100+?). This suddenly
dropped off, I suspect from the impeding Civil War, which began in April 1861. With Louis Moreau Gottschalk
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growing up in New Orleans, I am wondering about the possibility that it was here that he was first introduced to
the Pleyel pianos. If so what role did the Pleyel pianos have in his musical upbringing?

NEW YORK TRIBUNE, 16 February 1856.

Notice, dated 16 February 1856 from a New York City newspaper, describing Gottschalk’s reasons for teaching a
few piano students in Descombes piano warerooms. The Pleyel grand would have taken two to four weeks to
arrive in the United States after its purchase on 28 January 1856. As it happened, Gottschalk extended his stay in
New York through most of the spring of 1856.
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Louis Gottschalk

♪
PLEYEL, grand piano #66073, 1877, Paris
I refinished the piano in 2010 and was not aware that it was originally in black finish. At that time, it did not have
the original finish.
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Construction began on this piano on 13 May 1877 and was completed in November of 1877, finished in black. It
was sold to Mr. Trefousse, 63 Rue Blanche, Paris, for 1620 Francs. I have not been able to trace any additional
information on Mr. Trefousse.

Journal record for Pleyel grand #66073

♫
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RADECKER & LUNAU, square piano #3035, circa 1845, Lubeck, Germany
Wood frame construction, original strings, legs missing.
Johann Deidrich Radecker Senior (1765–1848) began building pianos in Lubeck, Germany, about 1801/1802. It
appears that he was a journeyman for the piano building firm of Winter and Meyer, whose widow of Johan
Henrich Meyer he married in 1802. The firm of Radecker & Lunau was established about 1829 with Benjamin
Henrich Lunau (1779–1883), the son of Johan Deidrich Radecker's second wife from a previous marriage. Johan
Deidrich Radecker Junior (1802–1835) became a partner in the business, but whose untimely death in 1835
forced the father back into the partnership. There are about 15 instruments known to exist by this maker. It
appears they were marketed and exported primarily to the Scandinavian countries.
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RINALDI, upright piano #1943, 1850(?), Paris
M. H. Rinaldi was of Italian origin, established the business in Paris, circa 1820, and died by 1849. His widow,
Madeleine-Elisabeth Rinaldi, succeeded him as the head of the firm. They might have had a son, Georges, who
was involved in the piano business, circa 1862.
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♪
ERNST ROSENCRANTZ, grand piano #6161, 1862, Dresden, Germany

Hand painted scroll work design on the cast-iron plate, hand-carved legs, burl-walnut veneer.
I purchased this piano many years ago from an individual in Saint Cloud, Minnesota. He purchased it in England
and had it shipped to the United States. Ernst Philipp Rosencrantz (1773–1828) started building pianos in 1797
in Dresden, Germany. His two sons, Friedrich Wilhelm, (1806–1856) and Ernst Adolph, (1813–1873), operated
the company until their deaths. Carl Bechstein was thought to have worked for them before starting his own
company in 1853. President Woodrow Wilson’s family owned a cherished Rosencrantz square grand, circa 1850.
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♫
SEMPLE, small table piano, circa 1875(?), Glasgow, Scotland

♪
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B. SQUIRE & SON, upright piano #23203, circa 1860, London
Decal reads: "Stanhople Street, London NW, Sole agents Paterson & Sons for Scotland."
Marquetry front panel, floral design. This might be the same maker as William Squire.

♫
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ANDRE STEIN, square piano, circa 1820, Vienna, Austria
(No serial number found?)
Andre (Andreas Matthias) Stein (1776–1842) along with his sister, Nannette Stein/Streicher, were the only two
children of Johann Stein to continue in their father's piano-building footsteps. Johann Stein built the piano that
Mozart praised in a letter to his father, Leopold Mozart, in 1777. Johann Stein apprenticed under Johann
Silbermann, who apprenticed under his uncle, Gottfried Silbermann. Gottfried Silbermann is the pipe organ
builder most associated with Johann Sebastian Bach and was the person to have taken Cristofori's original action
design from circa 1700 and build the first piano in Germany about 1720. By 1820, this piano represents 100
years of piano technology handed down from master to apprentice.
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STEINGRAEBER, upright piano #1529, 1865, Bayreuth, Bavaria
Eduard Steingraeber (1823–1906) settled in Bayreuth, Germany, in 1852 and began to build pianos. Today the
company is in its sixth generation. This was the piano that was favored by Richard Wagner and was the make of
piano that was the last instrument owned by Franz Liszt. I have corresponded with a staff person from this
company in regard to the serial number information with no results, as their records were destroyed in World
War II.
I received this piano from an individual near Willmar, Minnesota, who brought it from California a few years
earlier.

♪
Henry Steinway (1797–1871) was to have built his first piano in the kitchen of his home in Germany. He
immigrated to the United States with most of his family in 1850. In 1853, he founded, with his sons, the firm of
Steinway & Sons in New York City. The first US instrument was serial number 483 (giving an indication that a few
hundred pianos were likely built earlier in Germany). The company quickly rose to the top as being the premier
piano builder in the United States, and by the last quarter of the nineteenth century challenged Europe for the
same preeminence. This collection represents most of the technological advancements of their pianos.
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The list of Steinway artists (those who were willing to come under contract with Steinway and exclusively use its
instruments) is long. By the mid-1890s the sales literature promoted those artists, both domestic and
international, and Steinway had established factories in London and Berlin along with the New York City plant.
“Steinway & Sons” is still in business today although not under control of the family. A historically significant
point about “Steinway & Sons” is that it has retained its company journals, which lists every piano constructed,
by serial number with the date of completion and the name of the first owner.

♫
STEINWAY, square piano #1027, 1856, New York
Rosewood cabinet, octagonal legs, original strings, and action mechanism.
This piano was completed on 30 December 1856 and sold on 27 May 1857 to a private party in Davenport, Iowa.
This was one of the first Steinways to be delivered west of the Mississippi River. (Henry Z. Steinway, 1915–2008,
the last family member involved in the company, might have owned this piano in 1991.)

♪
STEINWAY, square piano #5011, 1861, New York
Rosewood cabinet, octagonal legs, original strings, and original action mechanism.
This piano was completed on 16 November 1861 and sold to A. Ainsworth of Cape Vincent, New York. My
research has yielded no additional information regarding Mr. Ainsworth.
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♫
STEINWAY, grand piano #9395, 1864, New York
Rosewood cabinet, piano was restrung in the 1980s(?) This instrument has an unusual action design.
This piano, #9395, was built during the height of the American Civil War. It was said that the North fought this
war “with one arm tied behind its back.” The construction of pianos during this time would indicate that the
North did not sacrifice extensively for the war effort. Unlike World War II, when all the piano companies were
forced into retooling for the war effort, Steinway was allowed to build a few pianos during World War II to be
used in the entertainment of the troops.
This grand piano was built with a number of innovations which Steinway patented. These include a single cast
iron plate and a number of action/mechanical designs.
The piano cabinet is constructed of Rosewood veneer, which was expensive in the middle-19th century and is
nearly priceless today. The cabinet design is of the “Victorian Era” when large heavy scroll work was the
furniture style.
The piano was completed on 7 July 1864 and sold to a customer in New York City on 4 November 1864. This
particular model was manufactured from 1862–1869, plate design patent #26,532; 20 December 1859.
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STEINWAY, square piano #16620, 1867, New York
Rosewood cabinet.

♪
STEINWAY, square piano #20030, 1870, New York
Rosewood cabinet, scroll work legs.
This piano was completed in 1870 and shipped to Smith & Nixon, Cincinnati, Ohio, on 11 March 1870. At that
time, this company was the Steinway representative in Cincinnati.

♫
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STEINWAY, square piano #20541, 1870, New York
Rosewood cabinet, scroll work legs.
This piano was completed on 14 June 1870 and sold to Munger Brothers in St. Paul, Minnesota, who at that time
was the Steinway agent in St. Paul.

♪
STEINWAY, upright piano #59475, 1887, New York
This piano was completed on 7 December 1887 and sold to N. Weil of New York City on 23 July 1888. This piano
came to my shop with the white keys missing. In 2015 I was able to find a different set of keys from another
Steinway upright, which fit into this piano."

♫
STEINWAY, upright piano #73854, 1892, New York
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STEINWAY, upright piano #77218, 1893, New York
This piano was completed on 10 April 1893 and sold to Lyon & Potter of Chicago, Illinois.

♪
STRICH & ZEIDLER, upright piano #2763, 1898(?), New York
Massive cabinet design, patent #25,898, 4 August 1896, four posts on the front panel, double posts for the legs.
Zeidler was a son-in-law of the Steinway family. There are a number of details in this piano that are similar to
Steinway designs. This piano was given to me many years ago by a person in Ortonville, Minnesota.
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THOMAS TOMKISON, upright piano #893, London
Decal: “The Patent Forte Pianatte by Thomas Tomkison, Maker to Her Majesty Dean Street Soho, London”
80 notes, FF–A, birdcage action, overstrung bass, original keys, strings and tuning pins. Rosewood cabinet,
original? finish, nice, two pedals, partial cast plate.

♪
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Unknown maker, square piano, circa 1780, Germany(?)
Multi wood marquetry cabinet design, stand not original. Early Viennese style action.
Unfortunately, I have not been able to find any written details regarding this instrument. The inversion of the
white and black keys is typical of a German builder. The number of notes, at 61, suggests an early construction,
perhaps 1780. It is somewhat usual for German builders from this time to not identify their work, again
circumstantial evidence. The analyses of the soundboard wood from a staff person from the National Music
Museum in Vermillion, declared that there is a 99 percent chance the wood is from Europe.

♪
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GEORGE WATTS, cabinet upright piano, circa 1830, London
Serial number might be "G. W. 15" printed inside near the treble tuning pins.
Brass inlay design on the interior around the keyboard. Original(?) silk starburst design in the top panel with a
brass star in the center.
According to the brass inlaid name plate Watts was from 52 Queen Street, Bryanstone Square, London.
In a book, titled George Frederic Watts, by Mary S. Watts, 1912, additional details regarding George Watts were
found. George Frederic Watts’ father, George Watts, left Hereford where he and his father George Watts were
involved in making musical instruments, coming to London in 1818. They lived in a house on Queen Street,
Bryanstone Square. George’s second marriage to the widow Harriet Smith occurred in 1816 and she gave birth
to four sons: George Frederic, the eldest on 23 February 1817. The three younger sons died as children, two
from measles in 1823 and the youngest as an infant. These children joined an older brother and two older sisters
from the first marriage. When George Frederic was born his father was forty-two, his mother was thirty-one and
the older siblings were sixteen, fifteen, and thirteen. Harriet died in 1826 and the family moved from Queen
Street to Star Street near Marylebone.

Photo of the painting of George Watts by his son, George Fredrick Watts, in 1835.
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This piano has the Queen Street address, so I am quite certain it was built circa 1818–1826.
The brass inlay work on this piano is described as “Buhl work” named after the Frenchman Andre Charles Boulle,
(English Buhl), who devised this type of design inlay.
I have a copy of a newspaper advertisement from the Hereford Journal, dated 7 June 1815, pertaining to George
Watts coming to the Hereford area to tune pianos. I also have a newspaper notice inquiring for a "Lady's Maid"
at Mr. Watts address in 1819. I found another reference for Mr. Watts (1775–1845) coming to London in 1800
from Hereford. George is the father of George Frederick Watts (1817–1904), regarded as the greatest painter of
the Victorian era, born on George Frederick Handel's birthday, hence the name.
Inside the piano is glued a sales receipt. The piano was sold on 19 August 1841 to Jacob Mickley from his
brother, Joseph Mickley. The sale price was $200 and the stool, which has not survived, sold for an additional $6.
Joseph Mickley was a piano tuner/technician from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. I have a photocopy of Joseph's
business journal from 1840–1848. In it, on the above mentioned date, is recorded the sale of this piano in the
same handwriting as the sales receipt. Joseph Mickley built at least one piano, which is now in the Smithsonian
Institution in Washington, DC.
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Below the sales receipt is a handwritten document giving directions for removing the action, probably from the
builder and in his handwriting.
There is also a handwritten date in pencil, written on the curved portion of the wooden frame below the sales
receipt. The name appears to be: "George Rock South Bethlehem Feb 17th 62." I have not been able to find any
additional information regarding this individual.
Jacob and Joseph's grandfather, John Jacob Mickley, was a Revolutionary War soldier. He is the person to whom
history has attributed as being the one who loaded up the Liberty Bell on a wagon and hauled it out of
Philadelphia just prior to the British invasion of the city in 1777.

HEREFORD JOURNAL, 7 June 1815.

MORNING POST, London, 1 May 1819.
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Picture of the sales receipt and the directions to remove the action.

♫
WILKINS & NEWHALL, square piano #691, 1845, Boston
Concave keyboard, rosewood cabinet, large square trapezoid legs, original nameboard inscription missing,
handwritten on the underside of the keyframe is, "W/N Aug. 1845" in pencil.
Levi Wilkins and Daniel Newhall began their partnership in 1837. Their patent for this design was granted on 6
May 1841, No. 2081.
This design for a keyboard has been tried at least two other times that I am aware of. There is an upright piano
in the Music Museum in Brussels, Belgium, built about 1875, and a grand piano built by George H. Clutsam
(1866–1951) in Australia about 1910 (patented 1907). I have a photograph of Professor Rudolph Ganz at the
keyboard of this piano. There are about a half dozen Wilkins and Newhall pianos known to exist. This might be
the only one with the concave keyboard. Why this design? I suspect that it has something to do with the
concave design of pedals on a pipe organ. Unfortunately, our arms do not dangle like our feet do, so this design
was not practical.
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♪
WOODWARD & BROWN, square piano #2922, 1849, Boston
Rosewood cabinet, full cast-iron plate.
These were well-built pianos for their time. One of the striking features is the incredibly ornate cast-iron plate.
This is a process called sand-mold casting, in which the design of the plate was originally carved out of wood,
then it was pressed into a sand mold, the sand was mixed with epoxy and baked. The hardened mold was then
filled with molten iron. After the cooling, the sand mold was broken away, leaving this incredible design.
Another striking feature is the rounded white keytops. Cut from Ivory, this set is particularly excellent and
believed to be original to the piano.
Isaac Woodward (1810–1883) started building pianos in 1844, four years later he took into partnership John P.
Brown. The company continued in business after Woodward's death, at least through 1890.
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Organs

Organs are listed in alphabetical order by last name of the maker. In the case of multiple names, I use the name
as was commonly used. Clavichords, harpsichords, and other keyboard instruments are listed in the sections
titled AUTOMATIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS and MISCELLANEOUS INSTRUMENTS.

A. ALEXANDRE, transposing reed organ, circa 1860, Paris
The company, Pere et Fils, was founded in 1829 by Jacob Alexandre (1804–1876) as an accordion maker. As
early as 1834 he had built a small reed organ with two sets of reeds. Jacob's son, Edouard Alexandre, (1824–
1888), joined the firm in 1844 and it became Alexandre Pere et Fils. By 1855 the company built a large factory at
Ivry–sur Seine and became the leading harmonium builder in France.
The Alexandre firm designed a vacuum pump organ as early as 1835 and rejected the idea. It was later
developed by the Mason & Hamlin Company in the United States and became the standard of reed organ
building in North America. The Alexandre name was continued into the 1930s. Alexandre was awarded the
Medal of Honor at the Paris Exhibition in 1856.
This example is both rare and interesting, as it is an early attempt at a transposing keyboard instrument. This
mechanism operates in such a way that the keys literally shift back and forth to the desired key.
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♪
BALLON & CURTIS, fold-up melodeon, #433, Concord, New Hampshire
Walnut cabinet, original finish, candle holders, metal pedals missing, ivory keys with rounded fronts, music rack
attached.

♪
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BARTLETT, reed organ, Deerfield, New Hampshire
See Dearborn & Bartlett reed organ entry.

♫
BECKWITH, reed organ, Chicago
Ornate top curved glass door (broken) made by Sears & Roebuck.
This organ was likely one of the premier instruments built by this company. Richard Sears was a master of the
catalog retail business more than 100 years ago and reed organs would have been one of myriad "useful" things
he would have attempted to sell. His catalog marketing strategy was as profound then as "eBay" or "Craigslist"
are today.

♪
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CESARINI & CIE, reed organ, Paris
Rue de Richelieu, cabinet refinished 1980s(?). This organ builder was active in Paris from 1864 to at least 1884.
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Cesarini reed organ, showing the unusual foldout design of the mechanism.

Reeds on the Cesarini organ.
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Bellows on the Cesarini organ.

♫
DE BAIN, fold-up reed organ, circa 1845
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Alexandre De Bain (1809–1877) improved on the idea of Gabriel Joseph Genie, who built an instrument called
an "orgue expresif "in 1810, which was one of the first reed organs. De Bain's patent of 9 August 1840 used the
word "harmonium," this being the earliest known record of this word. A mechanic who worked for De Bain in
Paris immigrated to the United States and conceived the idea of a suction bellows. Mason & Hamlin started
using this innovation, and it became the standard for reed organ mechanical design in the United States.

Jacob Estey (1814–1890) started building organs about 1846. His factories were established in Brattleboro,
Vermont, about 1855 and were known to make quality instruments. They were the largest reed organ
manufacturer in the United States. The company discontinued business about 1960, after more than 100 years
of production.

♪
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ESTEY, reed organ, piano style #370970, Brattleboro, Vermont
This model is unusual, as it was built to look like an upright piano, mahogany cabinet, eighty-eight notes. I
suspect some of this design was to give the impression of a piano in the parlor. This model of an organ would
have sold for about $30, and an upright piano at the time would have sold for about $400, a significant
difference in price.

Photographs of the Estey reed organ, piano style and the serial number paper #370970.

♫
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ESTEY, church organ, model "T" #437710, circa 1920, Brattleboro, Vermont
Oak cabinet, original mechanics with the exception of the bellows, which were recovered about 15 years ago.
This model was Estey's second largest, one larger was in cabinet design, not in number of stops. Estey would
have built decorative pipe tops for this model; this top is not original to this instrument but would have been
typical of units made at this time for larger reed organs. This model sold for about $750 in 1920.

Henry Mason (1831–1890) started manufacturing high quality reed organs in 1854 in Boston, Massachusetts.
Mason was the son of composer Lowell Mason, who was known as the "father of the American church music,"
whose most famous tune, "Antioch" is the setting for the Christmas hymn, "Joy to the World," composed in
1839. Lowell Mason also was the first person to teach music in the American public school system, a tradition
that continues to this day.
Mason & Hamlin were early developers of the reed organ, using De Bain's idea for the harmonium. Emmons
Hamlin, mechanic and inventor, designed a way to voice reeds to create the sound of a clarinet, violin, and other
instruments. They started building pianos in 1881 and, by the middle 1880s, developed a tuning pin design
("screw stringer") that allowed pianos to stay in tune for long periods of time. (See Mason & Hamlin pianos.)
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♫
MASON & HAMLIN, melodeon #243 (6 or 0), circa 1860, Boston
Rosewood cabinet legs screw in (like a square grand), music rack broken.

♪
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MASON & HAMLIN, melodeon #2435, circa 1860, Boston
Rosewood cabinet, legs screw in (see above).

♫
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MASON & HAMLIN, melodeon #145, circa 1854(?), Boston
Screw in legs, rosewood cabinet. This instrument has the silver plate name board, which I believe to be older
than a transfer decal, which the previous two have.

MASON & HAMLIN, reed organ, handwritten date of 1864, Boston
This is known as the cabinet organ. Small walnut cabinet, original finish, mechanism in original, rough condition.

♪
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MASON & HAMLIN, reed organ #88595, Style 219, 1888, Boston
Walnut cabinet with medallions of the company's awards on the stop face board. See also MASON & HAMLIN,
upright piano #2280, Boston.

♫
PAGE POTTER & COMPANY, melodeon #5099, circa 1860, Ansonia, Connecticut

I am not sure when this company was started. The name was changed in June 1869 from Page Potter to the
Birmingham Organ Company. The tag in the organ with the serial? number (5099) is from the P. L. Huyett & Son
Company of Saint Joseph, Missouri. This family-owned business was active from the middle 1860s through at
least circa 1890. Peter Lewis Huyett (1810–1883) was in business with his son, S. R. Huyett and likely later
another son, M. S. Huyett.
The brothers seem to have had the business after their father’s death in 1883. Peter Huyett also published
music and was sympathetic toward the women’s suffrage movement. He printed at least one series of songs,
titled “Female Suffrage.” circa 1867. From this decal they also had the dealership for Chickering and Hallet &
Davis Pianos.

♪
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SCHONINGER, reed organ, circa 1875, New Haven, Connecticut
Walnut cabinet, orchestra bells, rough condition.

♫
S. D. & H. W. SMITH, double keyboard melodeon #2048, 1857, Boston
Rosewood cabinet, legs screw into the bottom of the case. Double keyboard melodeons are rare. S. D. Smith
started the company in 1852. Henry W. Smith was a partner from 1853–1874.
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VOCALION, reed organ #4880, circa 1906
Style 50? 61 notes, C–C
The Vocalion reed organ was invented by James Baillie Hamilton in England, working with John Farmer, who
developed a free reed design, circa 1872, in England, patent #7708 14 May 1884. The men demonstrated their
instrument in Westminster Abbey in the middle 1870s.
Hamilton brought his invention to Worcester, Massachusetts, in 1885, starting the Hamilton Vocalion Company
in 1886. By 1890 with changes in the business make up, the instruments were produced by Mason & Risch. By
1903, Aeolian acquired the company and production ceased about 1910.
There are some characteristics that set the Vocalion apart from the traditional American reed organs. These
instruments operate on wind pressure (like a pipe organ), as opposed to air vacuum that was the standard of the
American builders. The reeds are large scaled and speak into tone chambers. The Vocalion operates on a tracker
system similar to mechanical pipe organs. The organ was equipped with a pump handle allowing a second
person to operate the bellows.
The stops on this organ are:













Octave Coupler
Contra Bass
Aeolian Harp
Open Diapason 8’
Bourdon Bass 16’
Viola 4’
Violina 8’
Bourdon Treble 16’
Open Diapason 8’
Melodia 8’
Tremulant
Aeolian Forte

There are approximately one hundred instruments known to exist today from this maker.
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♫
Unknown maker, cabinet pipe organ, circa 1575
This little cabinet pipe organ, sometimes called a “Positive” organ was likely built as a home instrument for a
wealthy/aristocrat family in Europe. The cabinet doors are interesting in their design with hand-carved work on
the center. The iron hinges and latches are likely from the seventeenth century. Unfortunately, there are no
names or dates recorded in the instrument to give any clues to its age or place of manufacture, I am left with the
details from the instrument itself to tell its story.
In the summer of 2015, I sent a small sample of wood in for carbon-14 dating. The technology for this has
advanced to a point of dating an object to ± 15– 20 years, from the date the tree died. I would suspect the organ
would have been built within ten years after this time. The carbon-14 test dated the death of the tree to 1564.
(This was older than my suspicions. I was guessing a date of circa 1690.)
One of the clues to the history of the instrument is in the construction of the bellows. There were pages from
old books used in its construction/repair. I have been able to trace three of what I believe were four books used
in this work. By using my date of construction at circa 1690, I suspected that all of the books were used as a
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repair to the bellows. I am now rethinking my earlier assessment. The three known books in the bellows
accordion pleats are:
Prayer book published in Leipzig, Germany, in 1725.
The Writings of Archbishop Antonio of Florence, Italy, published in 1516.
Saint Augustine’s Commentaries on Paul’s letters from the Bible, published in 1499.
(More details about these books are given in the next section.)
I am now dating the organ at the end of the 16th century. Could the 1499 and 1516 books have been used in the
original construction of the instrument? I believe the 1725 book was likely a repair.
I had suspected a German location for its construction and I am now reconsidering that possibility. The two
oldest books were published in Paris, France, 1499 and Lyon, France, 1516. Could this be a French instrument
from the late 16th century?
Another detail that I have been trying to explore is the design work on the cabinet doors. There appears to be an
insignia/coat of arms on both doors. A search through the heraldry information for Germany (about fifteenthousand crests) did not find this particular design. Could this be France? (I have now completed the heraldry
search for France, Spain, Netherlands, and Belgium and did not find anything that would resemble this design.)
Details Regarding the Books Used in the Construction/Repair of the Bellows
Expositio in Omnes Pauli Epistolas by Saint Augustine. This printing of the commentary on the Epistles of Saint
Paul was completed in Paris on 28 November 1499 by Ulrich Gering, who was active from 1470–1508 and
Berthold Rembolt, who died in 1519. Gering came to Paris with Martin Crantz and Michael Friburger in 1470 and
was the first printer in France. Rembolt, a successive business partner later married Charlotte Guillard, who was
the first significant European woman printer. When this book was printed in 1499, the commentaries by Saint
Augustine were, by then, in manuscript form for a thousand years.
Repertorium Totius summe auree Domini Antonini Archipresulis Florentini Ordinis… The writings of Saint Antoni,
archbishop of Florence printed by Johannes Clein 1516. Antonio Perozzi (1389–1459) was a Dominican friar and
became bishop of Florence, Italy, in 1446. Johannes Clein, who died in 1530, was the successor to Johannes
Trechsel, printer in Lyon, France, 1488–1498. This book appears to have gone through one edition only.
Das in Gott andachtige Frauenzimmer was a German prayer book for women. Written by Nicolas Haas (1665–
1715), it was published in 1725 by Johann Friedich Gleditsch, Leipzig, Germany. The title page states that the
book was published by Johann Friedrich Gleditsch (1653–1716) who had died by 1725. I suspect the work was
actually printed by his business partner and brother, Johann Ludwig Gleditsch (1663–1741). I have been able to
trace eight of the approximately ten to twelve pages used in the repair of the bellows. The pages are: title page,
17, 20, 21, 22, and 36. The book is about six-hundred pages in length.
Details about the Organ
The organ is what is called in the antiques market, a “marriage.” I suspect there are parts from at least three
different instruments in its current make up.
The first part, which I have previously described in detail, is the cabinet and bellows.
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The second part of the organ is the keys, pipe chest, and pipes. This portion is likely from a slightly newer time
period as the bellows and cabinet, but clearly came from another instrument as the keyblocks on each end are
from an instrument in which the entire block would have been exposed (similar to piano keyblocks protruding
out from the cabinet). This is the part which I believe came from Germany as the inversion of the keys, (black
whites and white blacks) was popular in, although not exclusive to, Germany. The white keys on this instrument
are bone, which again is, typical of a German builder.
I am including the organ pipes in this portion of the “marriage.” There are forty-two notes; E–E and a
corresponding pipe for each note. Sixteen of the pipes are wood, about half are oak and the balance are possibly
birch. These constitute the largest and lowest notes of the scale. Next are seven metal pipes, which are the
center section of the scale, the remaining are a “galvanized” type metal and make up the highest notes. The
wood pipes have note names written in pencil, all of the metal pipes have the note names scratched in. It is
interesting that the seven plain metal pipes have what appears to be the “#” symbols as a hyphenated mark
which looks similar to the symbol for “5.” Could this a clue to the date these pipes were built?
The third part is the decorative pipe facade above the keys. I am guessing this to be much later, possibly
nineteenth century and I could not make a guess as to a location of construction.
This organ was sold from Christie’s Auction House, New York on 19 January 1983; Sale number 5255, Lot 45. The
catalog listing stated that it was a 17th Century Organ and it sold for $1100.00.
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In the Year 1564…
What was happing in Europe the year the tree died?
This year was at the height of the Late Renaissance Period, 1534–1600. Many significant events occurred during
this time including the following:







The births of William Shakespeare and Galileo Galilei in 1564.
The deaths of the artist Michelangelo Buonarroti and the church theologian, John Calvin, in 1564.
1560—The oldest surviving violin was built in Italy.
1561—Publication of the Anglo-Genevan metrical psalter including the “Old 100th” the version of the
hymn, “All People That on Earth do Dwell” attributed to William Kethe, Scottish clergyman and Bible
translator.
Polyphony was devised as a musical standard, creating music with harmony.
The modern musical instruments of the violin, guitar, lute, keyboard instruments, bassoon, and
trombone were all first built during this time period.
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The three large pages are from Saint Augustine’s commentaries on Paul’s Epistles published in Paris, France, in
1499.
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The two cover pages are the writings of Archbishop Anthony of Florence, Italy, published in 1516. See below for
the pages as they look in the book.
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The Prayer Book for Women was published in Leipzig, Germany in 1725.
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AMS 14C assays for Misener:
ISGS
#
A3514

Sample #
Piano wood

July 9, 2015
Material

13C

Fraction
of MC

±

D14C

±

wood

-26.5

0.9581

0.0022

-41.9

2.2

14

C yr BP
345

The half-life of 5568 is used for the age calculation. It is reported as BP (before present defined as before
1950). MC-Modern Carbon.
ISGS-A3514
Lab Code
Sample Description
Radiocarbon Age BP
345 +/20
Calibration data set: intcal13.14c
% area enclosed
cal AD age ranges
68.3 (1 sigma)

cal AD 14891572160995.4 (2 sigma)
cal AD 14691543Median Probability: 1564

1523
1603
1630
1529
1634

# Reimer et al. 2013
relative area under
probability distribution
0.404
0.359
0.236
0.394
0.606

References for calibration datasets:
Reimer PJ, Bard E, Bayliss A, Beck JW, Blackwell PG, Bronk Ramsey C, Buck CE
Cheng H, Edwards RL, Friedrich M, Grootes PM, Guilderson TP, Haflidason H,
Hajdas I, HattÃ© C, Heaton TJ, Hogg AG, Hughen KA, Kaiser KF, Kromer B,
Manning SW, Niu M, Reimer RW, Richards DA, Scott EM, Southon JR, Turney CSM,
van der Plicht J.
IntCal13 and MARINE13 radiocarbon age calibration curves 0-50000 years calBP
Radiocarbon 55(4). DOI: 10.2458/azu_js_rc.55.16947
Comments:
* This standard deviation (error) includes a lab error multiplier.
** 1 sigma = square root of (sample std. dev.^2 + curve std. dev.^2)
** 2 sigma = 2 x square root of (sample std. dev.^2 + curve std. dev.^2)
where ^2 = quantity squared.
[ ] = calibrated range impinges on end of calibration data set
0* represents a "negative" age BP
1955* or 1960* denote influence of nuclear testing C-14
NOTE:

Cal ages and ranges are rounded to the nearest year which
may be too precise in many instances. Users are advised to
round results to the nearest 10 yr for samples with standard
deviation in the radiocarbon age greater than 50 yr.

Copy of the document from the carbon-14 test for the wood of the cabinet pipe organ.
The research lab is located at the University of Illinois Urbana—Champaign, Illinois.
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♪
Unknown makers, three melodeons, fold up, circa 1860
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Music Boxes, Et Cetera

GEM, roller organ, 1907
Complete with approximately 50 cylinders, works.

This instrument was built by the Autophone Company of Ithaca, New York. The company was started in the late
1880s by Henry Horton. He built the first organette in America in 1878, which was a pressure-operated model. I
purchased this many years ago at an auction sale. The crank and drive shaft were missing. I had that mechanism
rebuilt to operate. The cylinders/cobs I have accumulated throughout the years.
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GEM, three other roller organs

Gem Roller organs, unrestored.

♫
Autophone organette, circa 1885

Early Autophone organette, pressure model, circa 1885.
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Advertisement for the Autophone from an Austin, Texas, newspaper, 1883.
Not only does this show how the instrument works,
but also shows how quickly this became a popular item to own.

♪
Ariston organette
Approximately twenty discs
These instruments operated by wind pressure rather than vacuum. They were available in 16, 19, 24, and 36
reeds. The Ariston Company of Leipzig, Germany, owned by Paul Ehrlich, was in business from 1882–1904. These
instruments used a cardboard disc with the cutouts for the music. Their catalog contained more than 5,000
tunes. This instrument was patented under #277766.
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Miscellaneous organettes, late 19th century
Metronomes

Miscellaneous organettes, late 19th century.
Two metronomes.

♫
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CRITERION, disc music box, circa 1895
This music box, which works, was built by the F. G. Otto Company of Jersey City, New Jersey, circa 1895, and is a
quality instrument. This company also made the Olympia music boxes. I have about 20 discs that I was able to
purchase from another person, as this box did not originally come with any discs.

Unknown maker, cylinder music box
With three orchestral bells, (Bee ringers, works).

♪
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Unknown maker, two cylinder music boxes
Unrestored, rough condition.

♫
HICKS, cylinder pipe organ, circa 1875, London
Partially restored. One tune on the organ is "The Merry Widow Waltz."

♪
Paper roll music for various roller organs
I acquired this box of paper roll music from a person who had been making them for years. He retired, sold his
equipment, and I purchased his remaining inventory.

♫
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JNO HICKS, Automatron, London
Eight tunes, three figures (one man and two women), Persian dress, crank replaced, mechanism is possibly
complete, disassembled, cabinet is rosewood veneer with significant rebuilding done, nonoperable. Is this the
same maker as the Hicks & Son cylinder pipe organ and the Hicks & Son upright piano? Both of those
instruments were built by London makers also.
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MUNROE, paper roll music box/New Home sewing machine roller organ
Original condition.

♪
Unknown maker, bird cage
With three automatic singing birds, works.

♫
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Swiss music box, circa 1890
I purchased this music box, which works, many years ago in Savannah, Georgia. It was in an antique shop that
was in the same square as a house that was featured as a restoration project on the PBS series, This Old House.
In this same square stood the house that was the setting for the book titled Midnight in the Garden of Good and
Evil," of which I have an autographed copy.

Small music box from Savannah, Georgia.

Miscellaneous, roller organs
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Automatic Musical Instruments

AEOLIAN ORCHESTRELLE, Style V #5008, circa 1907, New York
Matching bench and approximately 20 rolls.
I purchased this instrument in 2001 from the Masonic Lodge in Redfield, South Dakota, at auction. The lodge
was built in 1907, and I believe the instrument was part of the original furnishings. After its purchase, it was my
job to move it down three flights of steps from the organ loft to the street. It required five people two hours to
complete the move, a total of 52 steps.
This company had factories in London and New York. Samuel Clemens/ Mark Twain was heavily invested in this
company. I have seen three of these instruments in my life. The first was in the Mark Twain Museum in
Hannibal, Missouri.
I have been able to trace a number of the patents for this instrument and, interestingly enough, three of them
list a James Crook, giving half of the assignment to one Winchester Veazie. Veazie was the grandson of Joseph
Veazie of 66 Salem Street, Boston (see Chickering #1467). I am not sure of Veazie's connection to Crooks and the
patents.
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COINOLA, orchestrion, Style "K"?, circa 1920, Chicago
Original, rough condition, plate is cracked. Piano, xylophone snare, and bass drum. I received this instrument
from the National Music Museum.

♪
GEORGE STECK, reproducing grand piano #65387, 1921, New York
With Duo Art reproducing mechanism, unrestored. I purchased this instrument from Donald Barton from
Minneapolis, Minnesota, in 2011.

♫
KNABE, reproducing grand piano #87116, 1919, Baltimore, Maryland
With Ampico reproducing mechanism, unrestored. I purchased this instrument from Donald Barton from
Minneapolis, Minnesota, in 2011.

♪
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Ampico and Duo Art reproducing rolls
15 boxes

RAUDENBUSH, player piano #22803, 1916, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Raudenbush would have been the premier piano manufacturer in the Twin Cities.

♫
WILCOX & WHITE, Angelus, Pushup Player/Reed Organ #2431, 1901, Meridian,
Connecticut
This is a very unusual instrument as it is a combination player mechanism/reed organ. This would work as a duet
instrument when pushed up to a piano. Built by the Wilcox & White Company of Meriden, Connecticut, with ten
sixty–one(?) note rolls. This is a rare instrument and having the rolls makes it even more significant. It is in
original unrestored condition.
The Wilcox & White Company was founded by Horace Wilcox and Henry White, circa 1877. Henry White was an
experienced reed organ builder, first building melodeons in 1845 and was employed at the Estey Organ
Company in 1865. He was joined in business by his sons. The Angelus Pushup Player was developed in 1897 and
soon after the mechanism was extended to include two sets of reeds.
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Information tag from “The Angelus” pushup player/reed organ, #2431.
From this information I believe the instrument was completed in the summer of 1901.
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Back side of the Angelus pushup player/reed organ. Notice the fingers that actuated on the piano keys.

PIANOLA, push up player #4316, New York
With 65 notes, mahogany cabinet, refinished. This instrument could be pushed up to any piano and with a few
adjustments could be made to become a player piano. This instrument was the forerunner of pianos with player
mechanisms installed.
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♫
MELVILLE CLARK, Apollo push up player, Chicago, Illinois
With 58 notes, walnut cabinet, original finish.
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Similar instrument to the Pianola. This was built by Melville Clark of the Story & Clark piano company.
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Attributed to ALESANDRO CAPRA, cylinder piano, circa 1890, New York(?)
Patent numbers on the instrument are: 648191, 648192, 648193, and 648194, attributed to Alesandro Capra.
This instrument was worked on by the C. W. Parker Company of Abilene, Kansas; hence their decal is now on the
instrument. One tune on the cylinder is "Over the Waves."
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G CAPRA & QUAGLIA, cylinder piano
The decal inside the instrument, which is in rough condition, describes this with the above-mentioned name
with fragments of a street number? __09 and a street name, Darian. With additional research I have found a few
more details regarding the Capra family. There was an A (Alessandro) Capra building barrel pianos in London,
England, circa 1890–1894. He was located in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, by 1899.
G Capra (possibly his son?) was head of the company by 1918 through at least 1929. There are a few pianos with
serial numbers, all in the 500s. Alexandria Capra is listed in the 1900 Philadelphia census on Reed Street. His
family at that time is:







Alexandria B 1851 Italy, Organ Mfg.
(I found a probate notice for him in July 1915. He was from New York at that time.)
wife: Louisa (Alice) B 1872 England
(I suspect she was the second wife.)
children include John, B 1879 England, organ tuner
Alexandria, B 1880 England, organ tuner
(Alexandria may have died in 1965 in Lebanon, Pennsylvania.)
Flex (Felix), B 1882 England, organ tuner apprentice
(Felix died in 1907 in Philadelphia. He was the husband of Agnes Capra and the son of Alexander and the
late Rose Capra.)
Joseph, B 1885 England

I have not been able to find any conclusive information regarding Mr. Quaglia, although this family name does
show up in the Philadelphia city records.
There is a Capra barrel piano in the Will Rogers Ranch House in Palisade, California, from circa 1929.
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Unknown maker, cylinder piano
Partially restored.

This cylinder piano has the remnants of a rolling image. The four images portray life scenes from the eighteenth
century. These images would have revolved on two rollers, which were part of the mechanism, and would have
given a visual image to the music.

♫
Unknown maker, cylinder organ
Rough condition.

♪
Unknown maker, cylinder pipe organ
Rough condition, front panel painted white.
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Unknown maker, street organ

Photographs front and back of an unknown maker of street organ, rough condition.

♫
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Miscellaneous Instruments

ERARD, harp #497, 1815, Paris

Sebastian Erard was born in Strasbourg, France/Germany, in 1752, came to Paris in 1768, and apprenticed as a
harpsichord builder. By 1777 he built his first piano. During the French Revolution, he left Paris for England and
started building pianos in London. He became extremely interested in building harps and the significant portion
of the patents granted to him, both in England and France, were for his harp designs. This instrument was built
on a design that he patented in England in 1794. This design has seven pedals, one for each of the individual
notes, to operate similar to the black keys on a piano.
Sebastian Erard built both pianos and harps during his life in Paris and London. All are prized instruments to this
day. (See Erard in the piano section for more details about this company.) The journals for the Erard harps and
pianos are now available online through the Musee de la Musique Fonds d'archives in Paris. It is from those
journals that I have been able to trace this instrument
Harp #497 was sold on 16 March 1815 to a Madam Dalayrac. It is described in the Erard Company journal as a
“Simple Movement Harp.”
Below is a digital copy of the page from the company records for this instrument.
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Digital copy of the page from the Erard company journal for harp #497.

Digital copy from the day Journal for 18 March 1815 showing the payment for Harp #497 to Madam Dalayrac.

Madam Dalayrac, likely Gilberte Petronille Sallard, was married to Nicolas Dalayrac in December 1792. Nicolas
Dalayrac (1753–1809) was a renown French musician and composer. In 1798 Nicolas acquired a property in
Fontenay-sous-Bois where he made his country house, the towers of Notre Dame being visible from his home.
His estate was inherited by his wife upon his death and might have been turned over to her two nephews upon
her death in 1819.
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Copies of two pages from the inventory of the estate of Madam Gilberte Petronille Sallard, wife of Nicolas Dalayrac,
dated 7 July 1819. The top image is a portion of the first page of the inventory. The lower image is from page 30.
Notice in the top left corner of the lower image, the listing for harp d’Erard. I believe the valuation is 500 Francs.
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Drawings from the British Patent No. 2016 issued to Sebastian Erard on 17 November 1794.
I believe this is the mechanism which is in this harp.
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Transcript of this entry—
Inventaire apres deces de Gilberte Petronille Sallard, veuve en 1eres noces de Nicolas Dalayrac,
et epouse en2 emes de Etienne Jaunez rue de Buffault Number 19, 30 July 1819.

LINDEMAN, harp #221, circa 1910, Chicago, Illinois
Charles Lindeman (1881–1942) was active in Chicago, Illinois, during the first half of the twentieth century. He
trained under Cyrus Heckenlauer, a former Erard harp employee. Lindeman harps are unique in that he built all
the parts himself; this includes the woodwork, mechanism, and gilding. He had a way of gluing the twelve pieces
of wood together to form the neck in such a way as to make it strong enough to hold the 1800 pounds of string
tension.
There were not many Lindeman harps made and the serial number books have not been found. Serial number
702 is the highest number currently known to exist. Lindeman harps rarely come up for sale, as their owners
tend to keep them.

♪
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JAMES MACKENZIE, hammer dulcimer, piano harps, circa 1875
I have three, and possibly a fourth, dulcimers that I am attributing to Mackenzie, as they have the cast frame
and the six-pointed star cut out in the soundboard. The fourth dulcimer is portable. James Mc Benzie was born
in Polo County, Illinois. As a young man he moved with his family to Hutchinson, Minnesota. He began to
develop and patent his "Piano Harp" (14 December 1875, patent number 171,031) and relocated to
Minneapolis, Minnesota. He spent his entire life promoting his instruments and led a difficult private life. He was
married three times, the first ended when his wife and daughter were scalded when a train engine boiler
exploded; the second ended in divorce; and the third ended when he took his own life in May 1905. His
instruments are well built and prized by collectors. Most all of them have the six-pointed star in the construction
of their interiors.
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The above newspaper article is glued to the bottom of this instrument.
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The recent query from a Connecticut owner of a piano harp patented in 1890 by J. A. Mackenzie of Minneapolis
brought many responses from readers. Here are a few:
“…Several years ago I knew a man who owned and played one. It was played with two wooden hammers with a
spring steel handle…” Valley City, ND.
“…One in my possession for 65 years. My Dad bought it from a lady salesman in 1890. My sister learned to play
chords on it. It is so nice when chords are played with a violin. My brother would tune it to ‘A’ on the organ…
and it does that ever make nice music to dance by!” Spring Valley, Minn.
“… I knew Mr Mackenzie as a child, I wish I had a piano harp today. Lovely music…” Ortonville, Minn.
“… The Mackenzie family lived at one time in Excelsior where they operated a rustic chair and arbor business. R.
L. Mackenzie owned and operated the big propeller boat “Star” on Minnetonka in the boom days. Also a
pavilion. J. A. Mackenzie was born January 17, 1846. The instrument was made in Minneapolis. He and his wife
were on their way to New York to give a concert using the piano harp now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
NY. When his wife and children were killed in a terrible train wreck at Toledo, Ohio. Much more disaster
followed him, but he kept active in his professional work in Excelsior, Minn. The letters will be forwarded to the
questioner.
—MR. FIXIT
Listed in the details of the inventory of the photos from the Washington University is a notation in the collection
from Imogene Miller who apparently was a distant relative of the Mackenzie family. Apparently there was a
photograph from the funeral of James Mackenzie’s wife and two daughter’s funeral. The library was not able to
substantiate which photo it could be and I was not able to access the picture.
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Detail of Patent #171031 for the Mackenzie Piano Harp, 1875.
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♫
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ABBOTT, harpsichord

♪
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ZUCKERMAN, harpsichord, circa 1977
Single manual, five foot in length.
This instrument was given to me by the monks at Blue Cloud Abbey. I have the original blueprints for the
instrument. I believe the case for the harpsichord was constructed in the abbey workshops.

♫
DUSTY STRINGS, hammer dulcimer, model 300N, #12374, Seattle, Washington
Dusty Strings Handcrafted Musical Instruments is still in business, and it appears this model is now the D 300.
This dulcimer was given to me by the monks at Blue Cloud Abbey.

♪
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Unknown maker, hammer dulcimer, circa 1875
Birdseye maple interior. Wood frame is broken from the string tension.

SANTORE, dulcimer, Pakistan(?)
This was given to me in 2010 at the Freeport piano exhibition by Lois Harlan. It belonged to her husband, Robert
Harlan, who worked for the US Department of State and traveled extensively during his career. I believe he
purchased it in Pakistan. Lois is a distant relative in the Misener family.

♫
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WURLITZER, toy grand piano, circa 1930(?)
With a butterfly lid. This is exactly the same model as one owned by Percy Grainger and is now in the Percy
Grainger museum in Australia, where he was born.

E. D. BOOTMAN, tuning device, circa 1864, Edmeston, Otsego County, New York
With signed letter of attribution, written by William Mason and Louis M. Gottschalk. This was given to me by a
friend, Grant Leonard, who was my first employer, after he sold his piano business in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
and moved to Florida.
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Letters of attribution from Louis Gottschalk and William Mason
attesting to the quality of the Bootman tuning instrument.

♪
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VIRGIL, practice clavier #1180, April 28, 1892
Address is 26 West 15th Street, New York, New York. This instrument was patented by Almon Kincaid Virgil
(1839/1842–1921) and Amos Cole Bergman (1865–1948). Almon Virgil's piano teacher was William Mason. The
company was started in 1890.

Missing legs and music rack, 88 note, red mahogany cabinet.

These are similar to the clavier aka "silent keyboard" owned by Serge Rachmaninoff on his United States tour in
1909. He was thought to have used this instrument as he practiced his recently composed Third Concerto while
traveling by ship to the United States. The serial number of his clavier is #6196.

♪
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VIRGIL, practice clavier #6568
This instrument has its original legs, 88 note, music rack missing, dark red mahogany finish.

♫
DEARBORN & BARTLETT, reed organ, 1845
The Dearborn brothers, David and Andrew, went into partnership with Abraham Prescott in Deerfield, New
Hampshire, in 1831. In 1833 they moved their business to Concord, New Hampshire, the city in which this
instrument was built. At some time, they took in a partner, Daniel B. Bartlett. They were active up to 1855. This
instrument is in its original wooden case with a handwritten date of 9 October 1845 in the lid. These organs
would have been used extensively during the American migration westward.
The instrument belonged to Jennie (Moore) Rice (1857–1927) of Worchester, Massachusetts. It was to have
been presented to her as a young girl by her father, David Tilton Moore.
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♪
A. PRESCOTT, lap organ, Concord, New Hampshire
Rough condition, box in pieces.

♫
S. B. BARTLETT, lap organs
Two of them, rough condition, no boxes.

Clavichord
From Lawrence University, Appleton, Wisconsin.

♪
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Clavichord, homemade

♫
Unknown maker (MUSTEL?), celeste
Rough original condition, bars missing.

♪
Set of wood stopped flute organ pipes
This rank of pipes was thought to have been part of an organ in Illinois, which was played on 15 April 1865,
Good Friday, in the church liturgical calendar. That happened to be the night that President Abraham Lincoln
and his wife, Mary Todd Lincoln, attended the play, My American Cousin, at Ford's Theater in Washington, DC.
The evening proved fatal for the president, as he was assassinated by John Wilkes Booth.

The wooden organ pipes in this display are from the set that is connected to Abraham Lincoln.

♫
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Ranks of organ pipes
Three or four ranks or partial ranks were given to me by Don Deistelmeier of Freeport. Illinois. Don was a pipe
organ builder/repairman and gave me these pipes after his retirement. He also gave me the above mentioned
pipes with the Lincoln provenance.
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Piano Stools and Benches

Claw foot piano chair
Unusual

Rectangle top stool

♪
Square top stool
Legs made of iron, black, from the Lutheran Church in Troy.

♫
Claw foot bench
Rough condition unusual, with glass balls

♪
Claw foot bench
Has wooden feet; from Marie Mitchell.
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Toy and Miniature Instruments

This is a miniature, plastic, grand piano inscribed and autographed by Liberace, 1954. The inscription reads: "To
Rachel, with fondest remembrances of your charming hospitality and your wonderful home cooking, Sincerely,
Liberace 24th of Aug. 1954, P. S. and I'm grateful to H. P. for his friendship."
The piano was given to Rachel Bisch by Liberace, when he flew from California to Springfield, Illinois, and
recorded a number of television commercials for the Bisch Funeral Homes in Springfield. H. P. is H. Phil Bisch,
husband of Rachel. After Rachel's death, the tiny piano was given to Harold and Lois Jean Miller of Milbank,
South Dakota. Harold and Lois Jean were relatives of the Bisch's. Lois Jean gave the piano to me.

Toy upright piano, circa 1900
I purchased this at an antique store.
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Toy grand piano
Repainted blue and off white. This piano was purchased at an auction by my grandfather, Laurin Misener, when
I was a kid.
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Old Music and Advertising

Six antiphonal pages, 14th–16th century
I received these from Blue Cloud Abbey when it closed in 2013.

Two individual leaves.
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Fronts of two individual leaves probably from the same book.
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Single leaf front and reverse.

Single leaf front and reverse.
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Printed music leaves
I have purchased several of these leaves throughout the years, from various antique book and newspaper
dealers.

Antiphonal leaf front and reverse circa 1550.
It is the words of consecration, "This is my body broken."

♪
Four-drawer, file cabinet of piano manufacturer advertising materials, 1880–1980
There are more than 80 different piano companies represented. I received this file cabinet from Grant Leonard
after he closed and sold his piano business in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Much of the material in the file cabinet
he received about 1964, when two piano-tuning brothers, Herman Malthaner (1879–1963) and Clarence
Malthaner (1881–1963), froze to death in their house on Lyndale Avenue, Minneapolis, in January 1963. They
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had been in business with their father, who started tuning pianos in the 1860s in Pennsylvania and later
relocated to the Twin Cities.
I have a reprint of an autographed picture of Louis M. Gottschalk endorsing the Malthaner pianos in 1864. This
print is interesting as it shows Gottschalk sitting at a Chickering piano with a piece of paper over the nameboard
and relabeled "Malthaner."

♫
Piano music, 1825–1900
Music books given to me in 2013 by Chris Hagen, proprietor of Loome Theological Booksellers, Stillwater,
Minnesota.
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Copper printing plates, and copies of the Catholic Mass in the Dakota language.

These copper plates were the exact ones used in the printing of these books.
Three of the books are copyrighted in 1890, two are 1907.
The plates are of the twenty songs in the Dakota Language.

♪
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Band and Orchestra Instruments

Clarinet, circa 1800
Flute, circa 1800

Wooden clarinet and wooden flute, early 19th century (circa 1800).

♪
Lute, circa 1910
Built in the style of the Renaissance. Patent date on the tuning pin metal board, nearly unreadable, of May 28
1909(?).

Lutes, copies of early instruments early 20th century(?)

♫
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Two accordions

♪
Accordion
From Albert Weber.

♫
Three concertinas

Two wooden boxes of string instruments

♪

Banjos, 19th century.
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Large box of antique brass instruments

♫
GEIB, Civil War drum
Inscribed by Moses Crane. Built by A & W Geib, 25 Maiden Lane, New York, New York. I have not been able to
specifically identify Mr. Crane. There are several people with his name in the Civil War muster rolls, both
Confederate and Union.
A & W Geib are the successors to the John Geib piano maker, whose story is told in more detail in the piano
section. A & W Geib were two of his sons, Adam and William. Klinkscale (earlypianos.org) lists them at this
address from 1821–1827. Another listing for them from Klinkscale is from 1829–1842. My sense is the drum is
newer than 1842. Pierce Piano Atlas lists Wm Geib at 23 Maiden Lane from 1844–1872.
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Civil War confederate bugle
This little instrument is in rough condition and does not have a good provenance. The information tag on the
bugle reads, "Confederate Camp site Bugle, Brass in very bad condition from Jacques Noel Jacobson Jr. June 9,
1979." Jacobsen is a military artifact dealer.
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About 150 orchestra instruments
String, woodwind, brass, and others that I have not yet cataloged. They are between 100–200 years old.

Numerous flutes, clarinets, recorders, etc., 19th century?

Clarinets in cases early 20th century.

Miscellaneous woodwind instruments, early 20th century.
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Miscellaneous bells, etc.

Oboe and valve trombone, early 20th century.
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Phonographs

Ten phonographs, with cylinder records

Graphophone with three cylinder records.
This is a rare phonograph with cylinders this large.
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Edison cylinder phonograph with four cylinders. This one is operable.
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Four phonographs, with flat records

Columbia phonograph and decal with wooden horn.
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Disc phonograph, unknown maker, brass horn.

Aretino phonograph with disc records.
These are unusual, as they have a large center hole.
Photo of decal from the phonograph.
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About 25 large phonograph horns
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Piano Rolls and Music Box Discs

About 1,000 player piano rolls and a box of discs for a music box
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History of the Piano
Francesco Scipione Maffei (1675–1755) was an Italian scholar whose writings were very broad in nature with
compositions on science, math, theatre, politics, etc. He published the Journal of the Writers of Italy, 5th
Volume…” in 1711. This work recorded the earliest description of Cristofori’s pianoforte. I have seen many
references to this article during the past thirty-five years and recently found the original, which I had never seen.
In 1725 this article was translated into German and published by Johann Mattheson in Critica Musica. The article
was titled, “Des Marchese Scipio Maffei, Berscheibung eines neuerfundenen Claviceins auf welchem das piano
und forte zu haben nebst einigen Betrachtungen uber die Musicalische Instrumente…”A copy of this work is
available online at Archive.org.
This is the edition which is believed to have been seen by pipe organ builder, Gottfried Silbermann, and he was
to have built the first pianos in Germany. I have translated the list of details pertaining to the graphic of the
design of the mechanism. For many years this article was the earliest evidence to date the piano. More recently
a household inventory was found for the Medici family in Florence, Italy, which lists in the musical instruments a
pianoforte. I have not yet found a copy of this original document, which is dated 1700.
In 1860 Edward Rimbault published his work, The Pianoforte, Its Origin, Progress, & Construction…, in London. A
copy of this work is available online at Archive.org. This unknown work (to me) has an enormous amount of data
that has been copied during the past 150+ years and used in subsequent works.
Rimbault translated the entire article of Maffei from 1711 in this work, pages 95–102. Below is the original text
with Rimbault’s translation.
The article in question was written by the celebrated Scipione Maffei and we feel
proud in being able to present it to the reader entire, in the original language,
and with an English translation. It is certainly a great curiosity, and will, no
doubt, be read with interest
41 NUOVA INVENZIONE D'UN GRAVECEMBALO
COL PIANO E FORTE; AGGIUNTE ALCUNE
CONSIDERAZIONI SOPRA GLI STRUMENTI
MUSICALI.
" Se il pregio delle invenzioni dee misurarsi dalla
novita, e dalla difficolta, quella, di cui siamo al present*
per dar ragguaglio, non certamente inferiore a qualunque
altra da gran tempo in qua si sia veduta. Egli fe noto a
chiunque gode della musica, clie uno de' principali fonti,
da' quali traggano i periti di quest'arte il segreto di singolarmente dilettar cbi ascolta, 6 il piano, e'l fortezzo, sia
nelle proposte e risposte, o sia quando con artifiziosa
degradazione lasciandosi a poco a poco mancar la voce, si
ripiglia poi ad un tratto strepitosamentc : il quale artifizio

" NEW INVENTION OF A HARPSICHORD,
WITH THE PIANO AND THE FORTE;
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ALSO SOME REMARKS UPON MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
" If the value of inventions is to be measured by tbe
novelty and difficulty, that of which we are now to give an
account is certainly not inferior to any that has been discovered for a long time. It is known to every one who
delights in music, that one of the principal means by which
the skilful in that art derive the secret of especially delighting those who listen, is the piano and forte in the theme
and its response, or in the gradual diminution of tone,
little by little, and then returning suddenly to the full
power of the instrument ; which artifice is frequently used

* Fetis, in his Biographic Universelle del Musiciens,
has a very meagre notice of Cristofali, whose name, he thinks,
is more properly Cristofori. He also devotes an unprofitable article to this subject in the Revue Musicale de
Paris, 1834. Fetis had evidently never seen the Giornale
de' Litterati d'ltalia. In his work called La Musique
mise d la PorUe de tout le Monde, Brussels, second edition,
1839, he says: "As early as 1716, a manufacturer at
Paris, by the name of Marius, had presented to the
Academy of Sciences, for their examination, two harpsichords, in which he had substituted little hammers for the
strips of wood used to strike the strings. Two years afterwards (?), Cristoforo, a Florentine, improved upon this
invention, and made the first piano which has served as a
model for those which have since been made." Although
Cristofali's claim to the invention has lately been disputed,
it was acknowledged by Dr. Burney, in Rees's Cyclopedia
in v. PIANOFORTE. He says : " There is a minute account of the invention and a description of the pianoforte.

in the Giornale d'ltalia (torn. v. p. 1H-), printed at
Venice, 1711. This instrument was invented at Florence,
by Bartolommeo Cristofali, harpicLord-maker, a native of
Padua, in the service of the Grand Duke of Tuscany." In
this statement he is followed by the Oxford Encyclopedia,
Wilkes' Cyclopedia, the fourth edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica, &c. &c. ; yet, with the/ac/ in print, in our
Encyclopedias, we find Mr. George Hogarth (Musical
World, July 15, 1836) giving a sketch of the " History
of the Pianoforte,' 1 and totally omitting the name of its
inventor !
t It is referred to correctly in Forkel's Allgemeine
Litteratur der Musilc, Leipzig, 1792, p. 262 ; Lichtenthal's Dizionarioe Bibliografia, Milan, \ 826, v. iv, p. 67 ;
Walther's Musicalitches Lexicon, 1732, p. 1.92, Ac.
The article is also said to have been translated into
German, by Koenig, and inserted in Mattheson's Critica
Musica, torn, ii, p. 335.
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THE CLAIMANTS TO THE INVENTION OF THE PIANOFORTE.

usato frequentemente, ed a maraviglia ne' gran concert!
di Eoma con diletto incredibile di chi gusta la perfezione
dell'arte. Ora di questa diversita ed alterazione di voce,
nella quale eccellenti sono, fra gli altri, gli strumenti da
arco, affatto privo 6 il gravecembalo ; e sarebbe, da chi che
sia, stata riputata una vanissima immaginazione il proporre
di fabbricarlo in modo, che avesse questa dote. Con tutto
cio, una si ardita invenzione 6 stata non meno felicemente
pensata, che eseguita in Firenze dal Sig. BARTOLOMMEO
CBISTOFALI, Padovano, Cembalista stipendiato dal Serenissimo Principe di Toscana. Egli ne ha finora fatti tre
della grandezza ordinaria degli altri gravecembali, e son
tutti riusciti perfettamente. II cavare da questi maggiore
o minore suono dipende dalla diversa forza, con cui dal
sonatore vengono premuti i tasti, regolando la quale, si
viene a sentire non soli il piano, e il forte, ma la degradazione, e diversita della voce, qual sarebbe in un violoncello.
Alcuni professori non hanno fatto a quest'invenzione tutto
1'applauso ch'ella merita ; prima, perchd non hanno inteso,
quanto ingegno si richiedesse a superarne la difficolta, e
qual maravigliosa delicatezza di mano per compirne con
tanta aggiustatezza il lavoro : in secondo luogo, perchfe 6
paruto loro, che la voce di tale strumento, come differente
dall' ordinaria, sia troppo molle, e ottusa ; ma questo 6 un
sentimento, che si produce nel primo porvi su le mani, per
1'assuefazione che abbiamo all* argentine degli altri gravecembali ; per altro in breve tempo vi si adatta 1'orecchio, e
vi si affeziona talmente che non sa stancarsene, e non
gratifice piii i gravecembali comuni ; e bisogna avvertire,
cbe riesce ancor piu soave 1'udirlo in qualche distanza.
E'stata altresi opposta eccezione di non avere questo strumento gran voce, e di non avere tutto il forte degli altri gravecembali. Al che si risponde prima, che ha per6 assai piu voce
ch* essi non credono, quando altri voglia, e sappia cavarla,
premendo il tasto con impeto ; e secondariamente, che bisogna
saper prendere le cose per lo suo verso, e non considerare,
in riguardo ad un fine, ci6 ch'fe fatto per un altro. Questo
6 propriamente strumento da camera, e non pero adattabile
a una musica di chiesa, o ad una grand' orchestra. Quanti
strumenti vi sono, che si usano in tali occasion!, e che non
pertanto si stimano de* phi dilettevoli ? Egli 6 certo, che per
accompagnare un cantante, e per secondare uno strumento,
ed anche per un moderate concerto, riesce perfettamente ;
benche non sia perd questa 1'intenzion sua principale, ma

and with marvellons effect, in the great concerts of Rome,
to the incredible delight of such as enjoy the perfection of
art. Now, of this diversity and alteration of tone, in which
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instruments played by the bow especially excel, the harpsichord is entirely deprived, and it would have been thought
a vain endeavour to propose to make it so that it should
participate in this power. Nevertheless, so bold an invention has been no less happily conceived than executed in Florence, by Signor Bartolommeo Cristofali, of Padua, harpsichord-player, in the service of the most serene Prince of
Tuscany. He has already made three, of the usual size of
other harpsichords, and they have all succeeded to perfection.
The production of greater or less sound depends on the
degree of power with which the player presses on the keys,
by regulating which, not only the piano and forte are
heard, but also the gradations and diversity of power, as in
a violoncello. Some professors have not given to this invention all the praise it deserves; because, in the first
place, they did not see how much ingenuity was required
to overcome the difficulty, and what marvellous delicacy of
hand was required to adjust it with so much nicety ; and,
secondly, because it appeared to them that the tone of such
an instrument was more soft and less distinct than the
ordinary ones ; but this is a feeling produced by first impressions of the clearer sound we have on other harpichords ;
but in a short time the ear so adapts itself, and becomes
so charmed with it, that it never tires, and the common
harpsichord no longer pleases ; and we must add that it
sounds yet more sweet at some distance. It has further
been objected to this instrument, that it has not a powerful
tone, and not quite so loud as other harpichords. To this
may be answered, first, that it has more power than they
imagine, if any one, who wishes and knows how to use it
will strike the keys briskly ; and, secondly, he should
consider the object, the attainment of which has been so
greatly desired, and not in a point of view for which it was
not intended.
" This is properly a chamber instrument, and it is not
intended for church music, nor for a great orchestra. How
many instruments there are, used on such occasions, which
are not esteemed among the most agreeable ? It is certain
that, to accompany a singer, and to play with one other
instrument, or even for a moderate concert, it succeeds
perfectly ; although this is not its principal intention, but
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si quella d'esser senate a solo, come il liuto, 1'arpa, le viole
di sei corde, ed altri strumenti de* piu soavi. Ma veramentc la maggior opposizione, die abbia patito questo
nuovo strumcnto, si 6 il non sapersi universalmente a
primo incontro sonare, perchfe non basta il sonar perfettamente gli ordinari strumenti da tasto, ma essendo strumento
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nuovo, ricerca persona, che intendene la forza vi abbia fatto
sopra alquanto di studio particolare, cosi per regolare la
misura del diverse impulse, che dee darsi a' tasti, e la
graziosa degredazions, e tempo e luogo, come per iscegliere
cose a proposito, e delicate, e massimamente spezzando, e
facendo camminar le parti, e sentire i soggetti in piu
luogbi.
" Ma venendo alia struttura particolare di questo strumento, se 1'artefice, che 1'ha inventato, avesse cosi saputo
descriverlo, come ha saputo perfettamente fabbricarlo, non
sarebbe malagevole il fame comprendere a' lettori 1' artifizio : ma poichfc egli non 6 in cid riuscito, anzi ho giudicato impossibile il rappresentarlo in modo, che se ne possa
concepire 1' idea, e forza, ch' altri si ponga all' impresa,
benche senza aver piu lo strumento davanti agli occhi, e
solamente sopra alcune memorie fattesi gia nell' esaminarlo, e sopra un disegno rozzamente da prima disteso.
. "Diremo adunque primieramente, che in luogo degli usati
salterelli, che suonano con la penna, si pone qui un registro
di martelletti, che vanno a percuotere la corda per di sotto,
avendo la cima, con cui percuotono, coperta di dante. Ogno
martello dipende nel suo principio da una rotella, che lo
rende mobile, e le rotelle stanno nascoste in un pettine, nel
quale sono infilate. Vicino alia rotella, e sotto il principio
dell' asta del martello vi 6 un sostegno, o prominenza, che
ricevendo colpo per di sotto, alza il martello, e lo spinge a
percuoter la corda con quella misura d'impulsione, e con
quel grado di forza, che vien dato dalla mano ; e quindi
viene il maggiore o minor suono a piacere del sonatore ;
essendo agevole anche il farlo percuotere con molta violenja,
a cagione che il martello riceve 1'urto vicino alia sua imperniatura, che vuol dire, vicino al centro del giro, ch'
egli descrive ; nel qual caso ogni mediocre impulse la salire
con impeto un raggio di ruota. Cid che da il colpo al martello sotto 1'estremita della prominenza suddetta, 6 una
linguetta di legno, posta sopra una leva, che viene all'
ncontro del tasto, e ch' e alzata da esso, quando vien premuto dal sonatore. Questa linguetta non posa perd sopra

rather to be played alone, like the lute, the harp, viols of
six strings, and other most sweet intruments. But, really,
the great cause of the opposition which this new instrument
has encountered, is the general want of knowledge of how,
at first, to play it ; because it is hot sufficient to know how
to play perfectly upon instruments with the ordinary fingerboard, but, being a new instrument, it requires a person
who, understanding Itl oaptbilititt, thall have made a particular study of its afeets, to a to regulate tix axaiure of
force required on the 1071 and the effects of decreasing it,
also to choose pieces suited to it for delicacy, and especially
for the movement of the parts, that the subject may be
heard distinctly in each.
" But now, as to the particular construction of this instrument. If the inventor had known as well how to describe as he has to manufacture it, it would not be difficult to
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explain it to the reader ; but as he has not succeeded in
that, so I judge it impossible for me to represent it so that
a due idea may be formed of the skill of the invention,
especially as I have no longer the instrument before my
eyes, but only some memoranda made while examining
it, and a rough model laid before me.
~>
"I will say, then, in the first place, that instead of the
usual jacks that produce sound by quills, there is a row of
little hammers that strike the string from below, the tops
of which are covered with leather. Every hammer has the
end inserted into a circular but, that renders it moveable,
but these buts are partially imbedded, and strung together,
in a receiver. Near the but, and under the stem of the hammer, there is a support or projecting part, that, rcceivingji
blow from below, raises the hammer, and causes it to strike
the string, with whatever measure of impulse, and whatever degree of force is given by the hand of the performer ;
and hence the sound is greater or less at the pleasure
of the player. Also, it can be made to strike with much
force, because the hammer receives the blow near its axis,
and therefore even a slight touch will affect it readily.
That which gives the blow to the hammer under the
extremity of the forenamed projection is a little tongue of
wood, placed upon a lever that meets the key, and that is
raised by it when pressed by the player. This little tongue,
however, does not rest upon the lever, but is slightly raised
and strung on two jawbone-shaped pieces that are placed
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la leva, ma n'6 alquanto sollevata, e si sta infilzata in due
ganasce sottili, che le son poste a questo effetto una per
parte. Ma perchfe bisognava, che il martello percossa la
corda subito la lasciasse, staccandosene, benchfe non ancora
abbandonato il tasto dal sonatore ; ed era perd necessario,
che il detto martello restasse subito in liberta di ricadere al
suo luogo ; percid la linguetta, che gli da il colpo, 6 mobile,
ed 6 in tal maniera congegnata, che va in su, e percuote
ferma, ma dato il colpo subito scatta, cio passa ; e quando
lasciato il tutto, ella torna giu, cede, e rientra, riponendosi
ancora sotto il martello. Questo effetto ha conseguito 1*
artefice con una molla di filo d'ottone, che ha fermata nella
leva, e che, distendendosi, viene a battere con la punta sotto
la linguetta, e facendo alquanto di forza, la spinge, e la
tiene appoggiata a un altro filo d' ottone, che ritto, e fermo
le sta dal lato opposto. Per questo appoggio stabile, che
ha la linguetta, e per la molla, che ha sotto, e per 1'imperniatura, che ha dalle parti, ella si rende ora ferma, ed ora
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pieghevole, secondo il bisogno. Perchfe i martelli ricadendo dopo la percossa non rifavellissero, e ribattessero
nella corda, si fanno cadere, e posare sopra una incrociatura
di cordoncini di seta, che quetamente li raccoglie. Ma
perchfe in questa sorte di strumenti necessario spegnere,
ciofe fermare il suono, che, continuando, confonderebbe le
note che seguono, al qual effetto hanno le spinette il panno
nelle cime de' salterelli ; essendoanche necessario in questo
nuovo strumento 1' ammorzarlo affatto, e subito; percid
ciascheduna delle nominate leve ha una codetta, e sopra
queste codette S posto un filare, o sia un registro di salterelli, che dal loro ufizio potrebbero dirsi spegnitoij.
Quando la tastura 6' in quiete, toccano questi la corda con
panno, che ban su la cima, ed impediscono il tremolare,
ch' essa farebbe al vibrarsi dell' altre sonando ; ma compresso il tasto, ed alzata da esso la punta della leva, viene
per conseguenza ad abbassarsi la coda, ed insieme lo spegnitojo, con lasciar libera la corda al suono, che poi s'
ammorza lasciato il tasto, rialzandosi lo spegnitojo stesso a
toccar la corda. Ma per conoscere piu chiaramente ogni
movimento di questa macchina, e 1' interno suo artifizio, si
prenda per mano il disegno, e si osservi a parte a parte la
denominazione di esso.

for this purpose one on each side. But as it was necessary that the hammer, having struck the string, should
instantly quit it, although the key was still under the finger
of the player, and the hammer should be in readiness to
return to its place ; therefore the little tongue that gives
the blow is made moveable, and so connected that it moves
up and strikes firmly ; but, having struck the blow, it suddenly becomes loose that is, it moves on; and, when
entirely free, it returns to its place under the hammer.
The inventor has obtained this effect by a spring of
brass wire that he has fastened in the lever, and which,
distending itself, strikes with the point 'under the tongue,
and, with some force, pushes it and holds it pressed against
another brass wire, which stands erect and firm on the
opposite side. By this firm support to the tongue, and by
the wire which is under it, also by the balance of the whole,
it becomes at one time firm, and at another pliable, just as
may be required. In order that the hammers, in falling
back after the blow, should not strike the string a second
time, and so repeat the sound, they are made to fall and
rest upon little strings of silk crossed, which receive them
without noise. But because, in instruments of this description, it is necessary to stop the sound of the strings,
which, by continuing to vibrate, would confuse the notes*
that follow, for which purpose spinets have cloth at the
ends of the jacks ; and it being also necessary in this new
instrument to check it entirely and suddenly; therefore,
each of the aforesaid levers has a little tail-piece, and
on these tail-pieces a register of jacks is placed, which,
from its use, might be called the damper. When the keys
are at rest, these touch the string with cloth, which is on
the top of them, and they prevent the vibration which
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would be caused by the striking of other strings ; but when
the key is pressed, and the point of the lever is raised, the
tail-piece is consequently lowered, and with it the damper,
so as to leave the string fr!e to vibrate ; but this ceases so
soon as the key is quitted, and the damper again rises so
as to touch the string. However, in order to understand
more clearly every movement of this mechanism, and its
internal contrivance, let the reader examine the diagram ,
and observe the accompanying description.
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SPIEGAZIONE DEL DISEGNO.
A. Corda.
B. Telajo, o sia pianta della tastatura.
C. Tasto ordinario, o sia prima leva, che col zoccoletto alza
la seconda.
D. Zoccoletto del tasto.
E. Seconda leva, alia quale sono attaccate, una per parte,
le ganasce, che tengono la linguetta.
F. Perno della seconda leva.
G. Linguetta mobile, che alzandosi la seconda leva, urta
e spinge in su il martello.
H. Ganasce sottili, nelle quali fc impernata la linguetta.
I. Filo fermo d' ottone schiacciato in cima, che tien ferma
la linguetta.
L. Molla di fil d' ottone, che va sotto la linguetta, e la
tiene spinta verso il filo fenno, che ha dietro.
M. Pettine, nel quale sono sequitamente infilati tutti i
martelletti.
N. Rotella del martello, che sta nascosta dentro al pettine.
0. Martello, che spinto per di sotto dalla linguetta va a
percuoter la corda col dante, che ha su la cima.
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P. Incrociatura di cordoncini di seta, fra' quali posano
Taste de martelli.
Q. Coda della seconda leva, che si abbassi nell' alzarsi la
punta.
R. Registro di salterelli, o spegnitoi, che, premuto il tasto,
si abbassano, e lasciano libera la corda, tornando
subito a suo luogo per fermare il suono.
S. Regolo pieno per fortezza del pettine.

EXPLANATION OF THE DIAGRAM.
A. String.
B. Frame of the key-board.
C. The key or first lever, which at its extremity raises
the second lever.
D. The block on the first lever by which it acts.
E. The second lever, on each side of which is a jawboneshaped piece to support the little tongue or hopper.
F. The pivot of the second lever.
G. The moveable tongue (hopper), which, being raised by
the second lever (E), forces the hammer upwards.
H. The jawbone-shaped pieces between which the hopper is pivoted.
I. The strong brass wire pressed together at the top >
which keeps the hopper in its place.
L. The spring of brass wire that goes under the hopper
and holds it pressed firmly against the wire which is
behind it
M. The receiver, in which all the buts of the hammers rest.
N. The circular part of the hammers, which rests in the
receiver.
0. The hammer, which, when pressed upward* by the
hopper, strikes the string with the leather on its top.
P. The strings of silk, crossed, on which the stems, or
shanks, of the hammers rest
Q. The end of the second lever (E), which becomes lowered
by the act of striking the key.
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R. The dampers, which are lowered when the key is
touched, leaving the string free to vibrate, and then
returning to their places, stop the sound.
S. Part of the frame to strengthen the receiver.
o 2
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Dopo di tutto questo e da avvertire, che il pancone,
dove si piantano i bischeri, o pirdi di ferro, che tengono
le corde, dove negli altri gravecembali 6 sotto le corde stesse,
qui 6 sopra, e i bischeri passano, e le corde vi si attaccano
per di sotto, essendovi bisogno di piu sito nel basso, affmchfe
v'entri tutta la macchina della tastatura. Le corde sono
piu grosse delle ordinarie, e perchfe il peso non nocesse al
fondo, non sono raccomadate ad esso, ma alquanto piu
alto. In tutti i contatti, che vale a dire in tntti i luoghi,
dove si potrebbe generar rumore, fe impedito con cuojo, o
con panno; specialmente ne' fori, dove passano perni,
posto ha per tutto con singular maestri del dante, e il
perno passa per esso. Quest' invenzione e stata dall' artefice ridotta ad effetto anche in altra forma, avendo fatto un
altro gravecembalo piu col piano e forte, con differente, e
alquanto piu facile struttura, ma nondimeno 6 stata piu
applaudita la prima.
Essendo questo ingegnoso uomo eccellente anche nel
lavorare gravecembali ordinari, merita di notarsi, com' egli
non sente coi modern! artefici, chi per lo piu gli fabbricano
non solo senza rosa, ma ancora senza sfogo alcuno in tutto
il casso. Non gia ch' egli creda necessario un si gran foro,
come erano le rose fattevi dagli antichi, nfe che stimi opportune il forargli in quel sito, ch' 6 si esposto a ricever la
polvere, ma suol' egli farvi due piccoli buchi nella fronte, o
sia nel chiudimento davanti, che restano occulti, e difesi ;
ed afferma esser necessario in alcunn parte dello strumento
un tale sfogatojo,perch6 nel sonare il fondo deve muoversi,
e cedere ; e chi il faccia, si conosce dal tremare che fara
cid che vi porrai sopra, quando altri suona ; ma se il corpo
non avra foro alcuno, non potendo 1' aria ch' 6 dentro
cedere e uscire, ma standosi dura e forte, il fondo non si
muove, e quindi il suono ne viene alquanto ottuso, e
breve, e non risonante. La dove fattovi un buco, vedrai
tosto dar piu il fondo, e restar la corda piu alta, e sentirai
maggior voce, e accostando le dita al predetto foro, quando
altri suona, sentirai far vento, e uscirne 1'aria. A questo
proposito non vogliamo lasciar di dire, che ricavandosi,
come 6 noto, bellissimi lumi per la Filosofia naturale dall'
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indagare le affezioni, e gli effetli dell' aria, e del moto ; un
fonte grandissimo, benche finora aifatto sconosciuto, di
scoprimenti, e di cognizioni intorno a cid esser potrebbe
1'osservar sottilmente le diverse, e mirabili operazioni dell'
aria impulsa negli strumenti musicali ; esaminando la fab-

After this, it is to be observed that the plank in which
the iron pins are fixed that hold the strings, and which,
in harpsichords, is under the strings, is above in this,
and the pins come through it, and the strings are attached
to them below, there being more need of space in the
bass to admit the whole of the mechanism of the key
action. The string* are thickr than usual, and, in order
that their tension may not injure the bottom, they are not
trusted to this, but fixed somewhat higher. In all points
of contact, or wherever any rattle might occur, it is
prevented by leather and by cloth, especially in the
holes through which the centres pass, there is placed
everywhere [con singolar maestri del dante?], and the
centre passes through it. This invention has also been
effected in another form, the inventor having made another
harpsichord, with the piano and forte, in a different and
somewhat more simple shape ; but, nevertheless, the first
has been more approved.
This ingenious man, being also excellent in the manufacture of ordinary harpsichords, deserves notice, because
he does not agree with the modern makers, who, for the
most part, manufacture them not only without a rose in the
centre, but even without any other escape for the sound
throughout the case. Not that he thinks it necessary to
make the hole so large as the roses of ancient manufacturers,
nor does he think it desirable to make the opening in that
part of the instrument, because it is exposed to dust ; but
he makes two small apertures in the front, so that when
the instrument is closed, they are concealed and protected
from it. He asserts that such apertures are necessary in
some part of the instrument, because, when played on, the
sounding-board ought to vibrate; and that it does so, is
known by the trembling of anything you may place upon
it when any one plays : but, if there were no opening, the
air, not having an escape, could not yield, but would remain fixed ; and hence the sound would be somewhat
obtuse and short, instead of resonant. When, however, a
hole is made, you will soon see the sounding-board give
more, and the string remain higher, and you will hear a
stronger (fuller) tone ; and by placing the finger close
to the aforesaid opening, you may feel the vibration
and the exit of the air. I may here remark that, profiting by the investigations of natural philosophy into
the inclinations and effects of air and motion, a great
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brica loro, e riflettando da die nasca in essi la pcrfezione,
o '1 difetto, e da chc se ne alien la costituzione ; come, a
cagion d'esempio, la variazion del suono, cbe succede iiegli
strumenti, cbe banno 1'anima, quai son quelli da arco, se
questa un poculino si muove di site; divenendone tosto
Puna corda piu sonora, al'altra piu ottusa ; 1'alterazione, e
la diversiti delle armonie, cbe ricevono gli strumenti dalle
diverse misure, e singolarmente i gravecembali dall' essere
il loro fondo alquanto piu grosso, e alquanto piu sottile, e
cosi di mill' altre considerazioni. Non & ancbe da tralatciare, cbe tenendosi universalmentc, cfle siano sempre
imperfetti i gravecembali nuovi, e cbe acquistino perfezione
solamcnte col lungo tempo ; pretende questo artefice, die
si possa lavorargli in modo, che rendano subito sonora voce
non meno degli strumenti vecchi. Aiferma egli, che il non
risonar bene de' nuovi nasca principalmente dalla virtu
elastica, che perqualche tempo conservano la sponda incurvata, ed il ponte; perchfe, finchd questi fanno forza sul
fondo per restituirsi, la voce non vien perfetta : che per6
se questa virtu elastica sara loro tolta interamente prima di
porgli in opera, verra subito a levarsi questo difetto, com'
egli in pratica esperimenta. Contribuira ancdra la buona
qualita del legno ; onde il Pesaro si comincid a servisi de*
cassoni vecchi, che trovavo sopra i granai di Venezia, e di
Padova, e ch' erano per lo piu di cipresso di Candia, o di
Cipro. ,
Non sara qui discaro agli amatori della musica, che
alcuna cosa si dica ancbe d'un altro raro gravecembalo, che
si trova pure in Firenze in mano del Sig. Casini, Maestro
lodatissimo di Cappella. Ha questo cinque tastami, cio6
cinque interi ordini di tasti, 1'uno sopra 1'altro gradatamente; e si pu6 perd dire strumento perfetto, essendovi
divisa ogni voce ne' suoi cinque quinti ; onde, che si pud
in esso far la circolazione, e scorrere per tutti i tuoni senza
urtare in dissonanza alcuna, e trovando sempre tutti gli
accompagnamenti perfetti, come fa sentire il suo posseditore, che lo ricerca eccellentemente. Gli ordinari gravecembali, come tutti gli strumenti, che hanno tasti, sono
molto imperfetti, a cagione, che non essendo le voci divise
nelle sue parti, molte corde vi sono, che non hanno quinta
giusta, e bisogna servers! degli stessi tasti per diesis, e per
b molli ; per ischivare in parte il quale errore alcune veccliie
spinette si vedono, massimamente dell' Undeo, con alcuni
de' neri tagliati, e divisi in due, del che non comprendono

amount of knowledge might be gained by closely observing
the various and wonderful effects on air set in motion by
musical instruments ; by examining the form of its vibrations, and reflecting whence arises the perfection or imperfection of their sounds, and bow to alter them ; as, for
instance, the variations of sound in instruments capable of
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expression, such as those played with a bow, which, if the
position be slightly changed, becomes in one place sonorous,
and in another obtuse ; also, the alteration and diversity
of sound in different measurements, and especially in Imrpsicords, from the bottom of the case being thicker or thinner,
and from many other considerations. It must not be forgotten that, the universal opinion being that new harpsichords are always imperfect, and that they acquire perfection only by age, this manufacturer pretends that he can
make them in such a manner as to be immediately as
sonorous as old instruments. He asserts that the want of
vibration in new instruments arises principally from the
elasticity of the wood ; that for some time keeps the sides
and the bridge uninfluenced by pressure, and that, until
they press upon the frame, the sound remains imperfect ;
that if this elasticity be entirely taken from them before
employing them in the manufacture, this defect will immediately be removed, as he finds by experience. The good
quality of the wood will also contribute ; wherefore Pesaro
made use of old chests that he found in the granaries of
Venice and Padua, which were for the most part of cypress
wood from Candia and Cyprus.
It will not be here disagreeable to lovers of music to
hear something of another rare harpsichord, which is in
Florence, in the hands of Signor Casini, a most esteemed
Maestro di Cappella. This hag five key-boards that is.
five entire sets of toy*, one above the other, and which
may be called a perfect instrument, the five fifths in every
octave being tuned perfect (instead of only one, as then the
custom), so that you may modulate and run through all the
keys without any dissonance, and always finding the ac-i
companiment perfect, as may be experienced by hearing i
the possessor p!;iy upon it, who. displays it to perfection. V
Ordinary harpsichords, like all instruments with fingerboards, are very imperfect; because, the tuning not being
equal in all keys, there are many keys that have not a perfectly tuned fifth, and we are obliged to employ the same
key for a sharp and for a flat ; to avoid which defect, there
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la cagione molti professor! ; ed 6 veramente, perchfe dovend
per modo d' esempio dal diesis di Ge sol-re-ut, al b molle
A la-mi-re corrervi almeno un quinto di voce di differenza,
v' & necessita di due corde. Ma nasce dall' imperfezione
accennata, che un gravecembalo, o tiorba non si pu6 interamente accordare con un violino, benchS sonando in concerto 1'orecchio non se n* avvegga ; e ne nasce parimente,
che ne i piu de' neri non si compone, e solo vi si va con
riscrva, e da alcuni Maestri, solamente quando alia parola
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ben conviene il falso, e '1 disgustoso della voce. Quests
imperfezione degli strumenti, cbe hanno tasti cagiona
altresi, che nell' udir sonare s' accorgeremo molte volte,
quando il componimento 6 spostato, come parla il dialetto
Fiorentino, o come dice la lingua comune, trasportato ;
perchfe venendo a cadere in quelle corde, che non hanno
quinta, la falsiti del suono offende 1' oreccbio. Non
cosi avverra nel violino, che non avendo tasti, pud trovar
tutto a suo luogo, e in qual si sia tuono far sentir le voci
perfette. II gravecembalo adunque, di qui parliamo, oltre
al diletto del perfetto suono, pud esser utile a molte
speculazioni su la teorica della musica ; nr si credesse cbe
troppo difficile fosse la sua accordatura, mentre anzi 6 piu
facile, attesochfe precede sempre per quinte perfette ; la
dove ne gli strumenti ordinari, bisogna aver attenzione
di far che cali la quinta, cbe crescano la quarta, e la terza
maggiore, con piu altre avvertenze.

are some old spinets, chiefly those of Undeo, with some of
the black keys divided down the middle, the reason for
which many professors do not understand ; and it is truly
because there being the fifth of a note difference between
G sharp and A flat, there is a necessity for two strings.
However, owing to the before-named imperfection, a
harpsichord or a theorbo lute cannot be tuned perfectly
like a violin ; although, when used in concert, the ear does
not detect the imperfection ; and hence it arises that there
are no compositions in keys that require a great number
of sharps or flats, that they are used sparingly, and, by
some masters, only when an imperfect sound suits the expression of the words, or harshness is to be expressed by
the voice. This imperfection in instruments that have
finger-boards is also often perceptible, when the accompaniment is transposed ; because, by changing into keys
that have ill-tuned fifths, the imperfections of sound offend
the ear. It will not so happen with the violin ; because,
not having a finger-board, the notes may be sounded in
the right position, and the sound be perfect in any key.
The above-named harpsichord, therefore, besides possessing the charm of perfect intonation, may be useful in many
experiments on the theory of music ; nor should it be supposed that its tuning is too difficult, for it is really more
easy, in consequence of the fifths being tuned perfect ;
whilst, in the ordinary instruments, it is necessary to pay
attention to the flattening of the fifths and the sharpening
of the fourths and major thirds, as well as to other things.
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On pages 151–153 is the alphabetical listing of the details used in the discription of this graphic of Cristofori’s
mechanism. Here follows the translation of those details. I realize there is always a little loss of content in the
translation and there are words in Italian in 1711 that are not used today. With that said, I believe there is a
significant amount of information given in this explanation.
(Spiegazione del disegno) Explanation of the design
A. string
B. frame or keybed
C. first lever that raises the second pusher
D. socket key
E. second lever to which they are attached to a part of the jaws which hold the tab.
G. tang mobile getting up the second lever bumps and pushes up the hammer
H. in which thin jaws and thrust of the tongue
I. wire retainer brass crushed on top which holds the tab
L. spring brass wire that goes under the tongue and keeps pushing towards the wire retainer that behind
M. comb in which are inserted all the hammers (seguitamente)
N. wheel hammer that is hidden inside the comb.
O. hammer pushed to below the tongue to strike the string with that of giving the top
P. (incorciatura) of cords of silk between the rods which pose the hammers
Q. tail of the second lever that lowers in getting the tip
R. registry jacks or spegniti leaving free the string back now to the site to stop the sound
S. it sets to full strength comb
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